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She Sueumeari Views
Volume i. No. 3.

TUCUflCARI, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

J

The Future of Quay County

from nn Agriculturdl

Since the organization of Quay County
numbers of settlers have made a success of
raising vegetables and forage products.
At the time of the creation of the county
this entire section of New Mexico v a s
deemed unfit for cultivation and only
adapted to stock raising, but many people
seeking free homes were attracted to the
country by its excellent climate and the
rich appearance of the soil.
Soon after the completion of the Hock'
Island Railroad through the country, farmers, or so called "nestors" began making
entries on public lands, of which at the
creation of the county there were more than
1,500,000 acres.
What was then a boundless prairie, alin appearance and topogramost desert-lik- e
phy, is now dotted over in every direction
with productive farms. The virgin sod
then unbroken save where the ancient denizen of the plain dug his cavern home now
yields to the stubborn glebe o f t h e huslabors gives forth
bandman, and for

Standpoint

J

adjoining school section may be leased and
used for ranging a small herd of cattle or a
few hundred sheep.
A person with limited means can secure
a home and live an easier life here than
anywhere else in tho United States. For
the same amount of money that he can
purchase forty acres of land in the states,
he can file on a quarter section under the
homestead laws and can use the money
that the land itself would cost him in the
states for the improvement of his home.
Two thousand dollars judicially expended will build a comfortable dwelling, barn,
the necessary fencing, and leave sulftcient
funds to defray living expenses until acrop
can be matured and marketed.
To horticulture and the raising of small
fruits tho country is equally well adapted.
One desiring to engage in this industry can
sink a well forty to one hundred feet and
by installing a small pumping plant, irri
gate at least six acres of land upon which
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Below wo submit examples that
the foregoing statements:

prove

J. P. C. Langston on his farm one half mile
from Tucumcari produced crops as follows:
Nine acres of Indian corn on sod, 270
bushsls; ten acres of Kaffiir corn, 25 tons;
ten acres Milo Maize, 35 tons; thirty acres
sorghum, 105 tons', three acres Mexican
beans 3, Goo pounds worth 3 cents a pound;
one and one half acres of melons, sold one
thousand. In additionto the above a phenomenal yield of onions, pumpkins and
squash, and from one quarter acre of peanuts 300 pounds. At the lowest estimate
Mr. Langston can sell his surplus for $1,350.
A. A Iilankcnship on his claim one and
a half miles east of Tucumcari raised 200
bushels of oats, thirty tons of Kaffir corn,
thirty tons of Milo Maize, and five tons of
barley from ninety acres of sod land. Mr.
Iilankcnship has also marketed $500 worth
of hogs. From his crop and sale of hogs
alone he will realize $1,500.
W. C. Patterson living one and one half
miles northeast of Tucumcari has sold
Mr. Pat$800 worth of similar products.
terson also had two acres in garden truck
from which he realized $100.
Ernest Dodson, who has a claim eight
miles southeast of Tucumcari rented twenty-facres for one third of the crop from
ive
which he received $100, an equivalent of

his

her abundance.
The tourist as he passes along no longer
tires of the monotony of gazing upon arid
wastes and beds of cactus, but in their stead

grain,

verdant
he sees fields of growing
meadows and blooming orchards.
One need go no farther than to view the
exhibit of agricultural products collected
by our enterprising postmaster to be convinced that we haye passed the experimental stage of farming in Quay County.
What we now need is more farmers. We
have the land, climate and market. With
all that has been accomplished along the
line of agriculture, there are still some
who incline to the pessimistic view that
this country is yet unlit for anything but
stock raising. This view becomes untenable when analyzed under existing conditions.
The years that have proven unprofitable
to stock men have been those when the winters were severe and the range short. Stock
were starved through the winter months
and what survived the winter lost all that
was gained during the previous season, at
breeding time the cows and ewes were too
weak to nourish the young, and as a result
the increase was lost.
This condition can be avoided by increasing the acreage in forage crops. The
season of 1904 was the worst ever known
in this section of the southwest, and yet,
the farmers raised splendid crops of Milo
Maize, Kaffir corn and sorghum.
Taking the worst as an example it is thus
conclusively shown that if more attention
of all
is paid to farming the prosperity
will be greatly improved. The small farmer can depend upon the wealthier stockmen
to buy his products, the smaller stockman
can grow sufficient forage for his own use,
and the heavier holder instead of paying
exorbitant prices for shipments of g r a i n
from the east can rely upon the farmer when
the range is inadequate to winter the herd.
Hut, what appears to be the most profir m i n g .
table industry of all, is stock-f- a
Where a quarter section may be taken up
lura is inn illy otlur vacant land near or an

CVR.R.Y FIGHTS FOR

THE GOOD NAME OF
AMERICAN WOMEN

Lambasts the Stufliiv Out of a
Filipino Who Speaks Disparagingly of Them.
THREW WINE IN

HIS FACE

Governor George Curry of Samar, in
the Philippine Islands, threw his wiue in
the face of a Filipino official, Cruz Herre-rpresident of the municipal board of
Manila, and then took him outside and
wiped the earth up with him. At the ban
quet tendered Secretary of War Taft and
party at Manila, this Filipino spoke disparagingly of American women and Curry
proceeded to work him over. After whipping him, he made him apologize. Ameri
can blood will tell, no matter in what quar
ter of the globe you find it, and there never was one of them born under the Stars and
Stripes unless it might be the "Jlstor"
who wouldn't attempt to lick a regiment if
he heard it a abuse tho good name of our
women.
Gov. Curry is known in every hamlet in
New Mexico. Before he went to the Spanish war he was prominent is New Mexico
politics. His influence in the Assembly
is remembered by his host of friends in the
Territory, and every one of them
champion his method of convincing a
Philippines Negro that the character of
American women is not to be assailed as
long as the flag floats over any country
that we call ours.
If we had our way about it here in New
Mexico, we would suggest that the government furnish Curry the munitions of war
and two or three regiments of American
soldiers, turn the Islands over to him and
loll him to lick them till they love us.
Dispacthcs from Manila sketch Curry's
banquet campaign and the fall of the Filipino Herrera as follows:
"An insult to American women offered
by a native Filipino official at a public
banquet was resented by an American officer in true American style. The incident
took place at a banquet given to Secretary
of war Taft when he was in Manila. The
story is brought here by a passenger who
arrived from the Phillipines on the transport Sherman.
"Governor George Curry, of Samar,
a captain of the R o u g h Riders,
championed the cause of American women,
and Cruz Herrera, president of the municipal board of Manila, was the one who suffered at the hands of the former volunteer.
"According to the story, Herrera, while
addressing a number of Americans at the
banquet, spoke in disparaging terms of the
women of America. Curry answered his
insinuations by dashing a glass of Champagne into the face of the Filipino. Later
ho met him outside and administered
a
sound drubbing to the offender. The Filipino later apologized for his words.
The
story has gone the rounds at Manila and
has served to widen the breach that now
exists between the upper classes of the natives and the American residents."
a,

will

OUR AGRICULTURAL

every variety of vegetables can be grown.
For such products the home market is
always good, and the prices better than
anywhere else in the east or south.
The seasons are admirably adapted to
pursuits, the winters being
agricultural
short and mild and tho summers long. As
a rule considerable snow falls during the
latter part of January and in February,
moisture from the melting snow puts the
Uy
soil in condition for spring seeding.
the time crops are up the summer
begin and continue until harvest time.
After crops are matured there is little rain
and grain and hay are harvested in excellent condition for market.
So fertile is the soil that crops mature in
a very short time, and after such crops as
oats and rye have been harvested, Kaffir
corn and Milo Maize may be planted in
ample time to mature, and will produce
from two to three tons per acre, wort h
on the market ten dollars per ton.
The soil is of an alluvial nature and of
great depth. In fertility it has tho charac-istic- s
of the soil in tropical climates.

rains

PRODUCTS.

four dollars per acre money rent.
The foregoing represent but a few ex
amples of what has been done by the farm
ers in Quay County during the crop season
of 1905.
There has been no need of irri
Ration; tho rainfall has been ample a n d
well distributed.
The Commercial Club
of Tucumcari will bo glad to receive re
ports similar to the foregoing from any
person in Quay County, as it is intended by
that organization to advertise the resour
ces of the county and to interest homescek- ors in its possibilities.
Tho rainfall bore this year was amply
In Jan.
abundant for all sorts of crops.
inches; in Fob. a heavy snowfall;
we had
March 2.8 inches of precipitation; April,
Aug.,
2.1; May, 2.3; June, 2.5; July,
i.i;Sopt., 2.5, making a total of 22 inches
to Oct. 1, as far as go record.
.

Mrs. A. R. Carter, wife of our postmas
ter, and Miss Lcora Buchanan, daughter of
V. F. Buchanan, cashier of the First
National Bank, returned Monday Itoman
J. A. Moore, Moore post office, was in
the city this week, transacting business,
extended visit to Hot Springs, Ark.
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CHINA

SENDS

BRAIN

and
Absorbing Puzzle of
the Saucers.
China, as everybody knows, was tho
0. F. Iiildcnbrand Is tho possessor
or one of the birthplaces,
birthplace
of
an
oyster
which
contained
shell
per
capita consumption of toa
The
two inhabitants
an oyster and a Ash. for it had many parents of the puzIn England Is six pounds a yoar without prejudice to various other bever- He has had tho curio preserved in al- zle. Many of our host brain twisters
were known to Chinamen thousnnds
cohol.
ages that are strot.g favorites there.
The natural and rightful Inhabitant of yours ago. The following is a faslittle poser that we picked up
Candidates are so called because of the shell was dwarfed by the pres- cinatingwanderings
It was a
in China.
ence
in
our
of
fish,
was
a
tho
flounder
which
they wore originally clad In white,
.
you wouldn't think it, to see the bunch nearly three inches long, It being only favorite recreation of a certain
Is shown In
puzzle
he
ordithat
about
oyster
The
have
an
of
the
size
that comes forth every year in poli- narily
contained In a shell the size or tho illustration to be engaged in solvtics.
tho one which held tho peculiar com- ing is simply this: He has placed six
An oysterman found the sar.ccrs or basins of graduated sizes in
Only two presidents of the United bination.
his
States have been married while in of- strange combination while plying
llllden-brand- .
fice, chiefly probably because so many trade and presented It to Mr.
of them were married before they got
Those who have seen tho curio have
elected.
formed so many Ideas of how it all
about that It would be impossilove Is now to bo legally recognized came
ble to repeat them all. One of these
In French marriages, under the reexplanations of how the fish happened
vised code. Heretofore, it has usually
developed later, and then with some in the oyrf or shell is that it just happened along while the oyster was takother person.
ing a good breathing spell with its
shell open, and that being of a
IL ought to be easy to decide the
Incase of bigamy of John Grady, one of curious disposition tho flounder
vestigated just at the timo the shell
whoso wives loves him and the other
docs not. Hand him over to the one animal cloosod up for the evening.
who does not.

Flounder and Oyster Occupied the One

TUCt'MCARl

Ping-Pon-

Domicile.

NEW MEXICO.

Pong-Ping-

MODEST

In spite of all the costly styles of

garments shown at tho dressmakers'
convention the good husband will do
his best to wear a straight and
front.

DRUMMER

DID

IT ALL.

Real Secret of the Signing of the Peace

Treaty.
"Gentlemen." said the drummer as
he looked around on the group, "I was
away In the West on one of my reguSt. Louis argues that a man who lar trips when I saw by tho papers
spends $25,000 a year ought to pay that he peace conference at Portstaxes. Not necessarily. We shouldn't mouth was likely to fail. I dropped
have any money left for taxes after everything and hired a special train
and headed for New Hampshire."
spending $25,000 a year.
"What for?" was Innocently asked.
"As soon an I reached Portsmouth,"
When Envoy Witto completed his
tour of New York ho remarked: continued tho drummer, and ivpnttng
"Everywhere is advertising.
All is the inquiry with contempt, "I asked
advertising." Itight you arc, M. Witte! for an interview with Wltte and
It was Instantly granted. When
And just notice how it pays!
I stood
before the two of them I
frald :
All the c.tn in Farmlngton, Mass.,
" 'Witte, you must concede everyare to be killed on am unt of a diphbut an indemnity.'
theria tspluomic. Doubtless all the thing
" 'I'll do it, Dan,' says he 'do Jt for
town inico are already inviting their
your sake.'
country cousins to visit them.
" 'And Komura,' says 1, 'you must
Prof, dc Martens of the late peace
conference says that American girls
aro pretty, but American cooking is
abominable. And yet they say that the
way to a man's heart is through hiH
stomach.
Mr. Carnegie offers half tho cost of
a laboratory at Smith, because he
thinks that women should be up on
biology. That they are up on buyo-logy- ,
observers at any of the bargain
sales can testify.

The

full-rigge- d

ship from Parrsboro,

N. S., bound for Buenos Ayres, that
collided with a monster whale, must

BUILDS

TWISTER. FRENCHMAN

pile on one of his four mats, and ho
wants to transfer the pile to one of
the other mats by moving one saucer
at a time from mat to mat without
ever placing it .saucer on one that is
smaller than itself. This can be done
In seventeen moves If you go about It
In tho right way.
Can you perform
the feat? If you can, then try to find
the fewest possible moves for removing a pile of ten saucers, and also a
pile of thirty-six- .
A practical way of trying this puzzle
is to use a pile of counters numbered
1, 2, It, I. etc., downwards, and never
place a counter on another that has a
smaller number. When you have
found the easy solution for six you
will uot be satisfied until you have
mastered the case of ten. The case of
thirty-siis given for the benefit of
those readers who like a hard ;:ut to
crack.
Solution.
With six saucers, first make a pile
of the three smallest, (five moves), a
pile of the next two (three moves), remove the bottom saucer (one move),
replace the two (three moves) and replace the pile of three (five moves)
altogether seventeen moves. With ten
saucers you mus-- t first make a pile of
six (seventeen moves), a pile of three
(seven moves) and proceed as before.
This will take forty-ninmoves. Thirty-six
saucers may be removed in
1,793 moves, by making plies of twenty-eight
(Tfitt moves)
and seven (127
moves). London
ii

ODD

HOME.

Constructed of Stones He Picked Up
by the Roadside.
With stones picked up by the roadyears Ferdiside during twenty-sinand Cheval. a rural postman at Hauler! vo. Drome. France, has just completed with his own hands the building of a beautiful house. It was tho
dream of his youth, and he has realized It without tho aid of a mason,
His habit of
sculptor or architect.
picking up pieces of stone earned him
the reputation of being n "crank,"
but when the walls of hU "palace" bechanged
gan to appear his critics
their minds, it Is a strange and beautiful building. Figures and plants and
In all
animals cover the exterior.
1,200 cubic yards of stone were used,
nnd tho total cost to the postman was
only $l.ii0(i.

WENT BACK TO THE OLD GAME.
Tramp's New Vocation Didn't Seem to
Promise Success.
Tho householder stood at his gato
smoking a cigar as tho tramp came
along, and the smile on his face encouraged the latter to say:
"Boss. I'm not asking for charity,
hut for information.
"Well?"
"I've asked over forty different persons in the last week what 'reciprocity'
ivas, and none of 'em was able to mako
it clear to mo."
"1 think I can make ii plain," replied the citizen, ".fust come through

x

o

Tit-Bit-

For Autoists.
"I'll do it, Dan," says he, "for your
sake."
waive that question on indemnity and
An English judge has ordered p. give up half the island of Sakhalien.'
" 'If you say so, of course,' he anwoman to pay for ducks' eggs that she
got when she merely ordered eggs. swered.
Any old eggs are eggs, ho says; they
"'Then both of you come out and
don't have to be manufactured by a havo a drink with me and let us have
hen. Would he insist that she pay for peace within the next ten days.'
sparrows' eggs, or mosquitoes', for
"That's what I did, gentlemen," said
eggssample?
the drummer, as he puffed away at his
cigar, "and whenever you seo In the
"She came into the professional papers that the emperor of Germany,
field like a skylark at the age of twenty-foKing Edward and President Roosevelt
ur,"
writes the enthusiastic press had anything to do with the matter
agent of the prima donna. Wo don't you will know tho truth. I am not
think we should care about listening boasting, but simply relating a little
"
to a skylark at the age of 24.
Incident, and if you gentlemen
But they wore silent and ho had to
The American Motor League has
Ernest Bodwoll of Brunswick, Me., go out and buy his own drink.
adopted a standard danger signal sign
will be a good catch for some clever
as shown In the illustration. The sign
girl, for ho will probably if sho is a
is about two feet square.
Free to All.
really clever girl never call for apA young Maine couple went .for a
ple dumplings "like mother uded to ride in tho country on a recent Sun- How Pennsylvanian Caught
a Heron.
make." He ate some of his mother's day. They saw a woman gathering
Ezra Swopo of
recentapple dumplings and lost his identity apples In an orchard near the road, ly captured alive aMarshlands
large blue heron.
and memory for two weeks.
and asked If they might have some. Ho set a fish rod and caught an eel.
"Guess so," was tho startling reply, Ho pulled the eel out and put It In a
Coal miners of Terro Haute won a "I'm stealing them."
small pool, leaving it on the hook, and
righteous strike. They went out bewent further down tho stream. When
cause tho mine company did not feed
he cam'j back be found that the
Fireproof Chimney Made of Paper.
hron
the faithful mine mule enough. It was
A paper chimney. 50 feet high and
had swallowed tho eel and was 'jeld
one of the few instances where tho fireproof, is a curiosity to bo seen at fast. Welluboro
Republican Advomule could not do its oru klcVinj.
Breslau, Germany
have greatly surprised the whale. The
ship has put into Bahia for repairs.
Tho whale has not reported yet.

-

"I've asked over forty different persons
what 'reciprocity' was."
Into the backyard with me. Do yon
see that pile of ashes?"
"Yes, sir."
"Well, I want them wheeled out In
tho alley. You take off your coat, pick
tip the sluvol, load the wheelbarrow,
and when the ashes are in the alley
you get 10 cents."
"hut the job's worth at least a quarter. '
"
"It may bo, but in reciprocity
"Soy, mister," interrupted the tramp,
"I beg your pardon for putting you to
got the wrong word.
all tUs trouble.
Whff.
wanted to ask about was 'reciprocate,' and as you don't seem to
know, and as I am in something of a
bur'-- -,
I'll just reciprocity over the alley fence and reciprocate back to tho
reg'i'.ar routine."
1

Boots as "Cribs."
One of the universities has
!
a special Inquiry Into the
t
liable success which attended its
stuo'-ntin a recent examination.
It
leal-- . Hi out that the students
wrote
insti-tutu"-

s

dat.

and names on their brilliantly
boots with ordinnry black-loapencils, and by means of holding
tho feet In a peculiar position tho
writing was legible to the candidate,
though invisible to any one who
lookird at it from another angle.
poll'-he-

Intelligent Monkey in Hospital.
performing monkey named Dolly
is lutng treated for pneumonia at tho
Clmrtng Cross Hospital, London. When
she was brought to the hospital a
Dr. Strickland asked her where tho
pair was. She placed her hand on
her chest. The doctors say she Is
"very human." though they add tha;
"she does just what sho Is told and h
most grateful." which Is somewhat
contradictor?
A

.

RATHER LONG PERIOD TO WAIT.

THE OLD

CROSS-ROA-

D

From "Down Country Lanoe," by Byron Williams

TEA

j

Joshua Wanted Boiled Wheat, but He
Was No Cook.
"Luclnda," said Mr. Melstruni, who
had just returned from a visit to a
farmer friend In the country, "while
was at Longley's I ate .some whole
wheat, boiled.
like It bettor than
anything I ever tasted. He gave me a
small paper sack of the wheat, so wo
could cook some ourselves. How long
will it be before supper Is ready?"
"About half an hour," answered Mrs.
Melstruni.
"Well, we'll have some boiled wheat,
If you please. Here's tho paper sack."
"Hut, Joshua, It will have to be
"
cooked in a double boiler, and
"I don't care how you cook it. I'm
hungry for some more boiled wheat."
"Rut see here, Joshua!
It will
"
take
"It will lake a. lot of cream and
sugar: I know that. Hut we've got
plenty of both Put It on rjght away,
will you?"
Without another word his wife took
the wheat, washed It. emptied it into
the "double boiler." and set it on the

There's ;i time to remember, a time to forget: it is tea
time; remember your jo
md forget your sorrows.

'

1

1

First the fire,
Then the smoke,
No insurance?
Then you're broke!
Ton never hoar any one complain
about "Dcflnncc Starch." There Is none
to oqual it In quality and quantity, It?
ounces, 10 cents. Try It now and save
your money.

MAKERS

FOLLOWING OUR SUCCESSES
AT PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO
AND OTHER EXPOSITIONS

WE WON THE

strum became impatient.
"Lueinda," he colled out from the
sitting room, "isn't that wheat ready

HIGHEST POSSIBLE AWARD,

Jff

THE 5T. LQU15 WORLD'S

A.J

yet ?"

Opposed

'IS-

Como with me b?' f.ho old cross-roaThat, leads to f.Tacle Bill's
Down this way through a dreamland filled
("io.l

infills:

Follow mo by the winding nil.
Where baby rabttts play,
Ueep and. far in the fragrant doll
With
roundelay!

I

brook-splasl;-j-

Come with mo whore the
drink;
Aye! dfi:sk unto their 1111
Down the road, past he stubble Held
moo-cow-

Self-Healin-

Llttlo Taul's grandfather
n
Is
physician, and In Paul's eyes he Is
the greatest hero that walks tho earth.
Recently tho doctor resolved to take
a trip to Europe for tho benefit of his
health. Paul was almost frantic to
think that he was to bo separated
from his idol, and tried by every
means within his power to dissuade
his grandfather from going.
"1 don't see why you need to go
away for your health, grandpa; you're
a doctor!"
"Well, Paul," replied the old man.
"it. is because I am a doctor that I
know what Is best for my health. As
a doctor I have examined myself and
found that I need a rest and change.
have advised myself to take an ocean
voyage, and when a physician tells
you what Is best for you. you ought,
to obey his instructions, or else what
is the use of doctors?"
Paul sadly pondered over this
weighty argument for a few minutes,
and then his face lighted up and he
said eagerly:
"Why don't you try another doctor
grandpa?"

-

With peace that

to

s

Where pipes the
Goldonrod and the fiiimm: red
Arc banked in bright array.
JJees,
hum a drowsy strain.
way!
Throughout the
'ii?,5K-ro-

No Occasion for Mincing Matters.
I do not wish to say
"Theodosia,
gulch
Take my hand o'er Mm
anything harsh or uncharitable of your
And on to Uncle Hill's
uncle CJeolTrey. I will not go so far
This is life in a paradise
as to charge him with penuriousness.
That thrills aiul (hrls and thrills!
but he certainly carries tho idea of
economy to an extreme. Ho hesitates
Oh, for gift 'but. to let.-- my heart
to make the most trilling expenditure
Joy,
A 111 I with croKs-rpfiunless assured that it will redound ulI
tfflys
pure
when
of
the
Incense
timately to his own financial advanWas just a country hov!
tage. While not. wishing to be unjust to him I cannot refrain from
expressing '.he opinion that he
Dredging of the Rhine.
Webster's Definition.
too frugal, as it were, too too
or
the
The dredging of the Rhine is alMr. Joseph Willard. clerk
"
ready producing excellent, effect in cautious
feuperio:' court. Massachusetts, relates
"Mamma,
what's the use of all that
the upper reaches of the river. At tine talk? You
a good story concerning Daniel Webknow as woll as I do
in
t
An.
the
statesman
Khomthal,
American
the marshes are that he's n stingy, niggardly, moan,
ster, tho famous
disappearing,
and
the agricultural shabby, miserly, avaricious old tightand lawyer, in his book entitled "Half
n Century "With Judges and Lawyers." i lands of the region are gaining enorm-- !
wad!"
Webster had a boatman who was ously in fertility. Where (piite recently
"Thank you, dear." Chicago
inclined to toll large stories, some- everywhere was marsh, which tended
spread,
day
to
is
One
becoming
the
solid,,
earth
truth.
tjxeeoding
the
times
he and a party of gentlemen were on and gives promise of becoming cultivNailing a Lie.
able. Some of the marshy tract has
a fishing excursion, and the conversaSome people say there is no differalready
reclaimed. London ence in a man's weight before and aftion turned on amphibious animals. been
Globe.
'J no boatmnn wnited for his chance,
ter eating."
and when Mr. Webster stepped a
"That's a lie: I weighed myself beKaiser to Erect Statues.
little to one side and ho said:
fore I went to dinner yesterday, then,
The Kaiser has decided to ornament after wrestling with a boarding house
"Mr. Webster, what is an amphiber-outhe wild terrace of the Lustgarden chicken, I weighed myself again."
nnlmal?"
"John," replied Webster, solemnly, side of his schloss by the erection of
"And you found that your weight
aud with emphasis, "an amphibious four statues of princes of tho House had increased?"
namely. William of
animal Is an animal which lies on the of Oiange
"No: I had lost tin If a pound."
water and lies on the land." London Orange, his sou Maurice Henry,
Houstoo Post,"
of Oranse and WUlhttu H
,riFWerS.
rock-slrow-

d

SUCKERS AND HAT5.1

SUCPiRS.POMMEL

tiro
At the end of half an hour Mr. Mel

"Not yet," responded Mrs. Melstruni.
"How much longer Is it going to
take to cook it?"
"About eleven hours and a half,
That's what I was trying to tell you,
hut you wouldn't give me a chance. Do
you want to wait for it?" Youth's
Companion.
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W. L. Douglas $4.00 Cilt Edge Lino
cannot bo equalled at any prlco.

Ern w

'

W.J '..DOUGLAS MAKES AMD SELLS
MORE MEN'S S3. BO SHOES THAN
ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER.

r W.

tin

finn

REWARD
yj
to anyone who can
QlUjUUU disprove this statement.
I.. Douglas $3.50 shoes have by their ex-

cellent style, ensy fitting, itnd supcriorwearlng
qualities, achieved the In r Rest Hale of any $3.50
.shoe In the world. They are Just as good as
the only
those that cost you $5.00 to $7.00
difference Is the price. If I could take you Into
my factory at Brockton, Mass., the largest In
the world under one roof making men's fine
shoes, and show you the care with which every
pair of Douglas shoes Is made, yen would realize
why V. L. Douglas $3.50 shoes are the best
shoes produced In the world.
If I could show you the difference between the
shoes made In my factory and those of other
makes, yott would understand why Douglas
$3.50 shoes cost more to ntuke, why they hold
their shape, fit better, wear longer, und are of
greater Intrinsic value than any other $3.50
shoe on the market y.
W. L. Douglas Stconri Mado Shooa for
Men, $2. BO, $2.00. Boya' School &
Drama Shoos, $2. BO, $2, $1.7S,$1.BU
Insist upon having "W.L.Doug-l- n
CAUTION.
blim,i. T.'iko no substitute. Isono genuine
without his inline and price- stamped on bottom.
"WAXTKO. A shoedealorlnovery town where
W. I. Douglas Shut's nru not sold. Full lino of
samples sunt frea for inspection upon request.
fast Color Eyelets need; thvy will not wear brassy.
Write for Illustrated Catalog of Fall Rtvlon.
IV. I.. .DOUGLAS, lirockton. Muss.
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FOR WOMEN

troubled 771111 Ills peculiar to
their sex, used as a douche is marvelously guc- Ulla itnni crrm.
romfnl. ThnrourhlvcliAnKf
tops discbarges, heals Inflammation and local
soreness.
l'axiitie Is in powder form to be dissolved in pure
twter, and is far more cleansing, healing, germicidal
and economical than liquid antiseptics for all
TOILET AND WOMEN'S SPECIAL. USES
For sale at druggists, CO cents a box.
Trial Box and Book of Instructions Prce.
The r. Paxton Company
Boston, Maisj.

Prosecutes Claims.
f Successfully
Principal Examiner U e. Penelon
Bureau.
jr

inelrii-iTRr-

.

IS

adjudicating claims, ottj sluce.

The Hems Arrtvitfned and After Prelim'
Trial Are Bound Over.
BONDS

MADE,

PARTIES
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The Tucumcari News.

JUSTICE COURT.

RELEASED

A few days ago some of our local officials
wont into the country to serve a writ of
attachment on J. W. Hern, and when they

appoachcd the home of the Mernn they
were received at the opon muzzles of three
shot guns and invited to retire.
T hey
did so without protest.
Sheriff Street brought them in Tuesday
night; they were arraigned before Judge
Lawson. Preliminary trial was had and
J. W. Hern and Elmer Hern were bound
over in the sum of $700 and Monroe Hern
in the sum of $200 to await the action of
the Grand Jury.
The evidence on the part of the prosecu
tion showed that deputy sheriff Sam Hard
wick went out to this ranch to serve a writ
of attachment upon Hern in a suit brought
against him by D. N. Williams.
Hard
wick was accompanied by Mr. Williams and
Attorney Hittson.
Upon their arrival the
defendant resisted the service of the writ
by standing off the officer and Messrs.
Hittson and Williams with shot guns. They
deeming prudence the better part of valor,
made a dignified retreat.
The defense offered no evidence. The
defendants gave bond and were released.

The Tucumcari New, Vol. 1, No. 1, has
been issued. The plant was moved from
this city The Journal outfit anti tliu
opening editorial of the new Tucumcari
paper shows the foot prints of Editor S. M.
Wharton, the salutation starting off with
"The enterprise is, however, starting
with a liberal patronage, and we will undertake to show our appreciation by improving the paper's service to the people
as fast as we become acquainted with them
and the facts relative to theirs and the
county's
And, goes on
"We have cast our lot among you, not
because wo had to, or because wo thought
you had to have us, but as a matter of
choice; because we believe in the future
of your town and county. Tucumcari is
at the right place on the map to become
an important railroad point in the near
future."
Continuing; the News says:

oo
oo
oo
o
o
oo
o
oo

Relinquishments, Patented Claims and Choice
Town Lots For Sale.
n.

Over

C.

Mechem
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"The political policy of this paper will
bo Republican, because we belie, e the
Republican party is the party of progress
and hence, should be the party of the people, who accepted its principles and made
it their choice by a majority of a million
and a half of ballots in the last presiden
tial election. However, we are not that
stamp of Republican journals who believe
"there arc no noblemen, but Romans."
Our policy shall be Republican, as to
principles of government, but the honest
recognition of merit and its truthtul com
mendation wherever found. This is a free
country and is inhabited by a liberal peo
ple, who are protected in life, liberty, hap
piness and the enjoyment of property."

Filipe Baca of Endee shipped 1,500 head
of sheep here yesterday to Kansas buyers
price $2.10.
On account of scarcity of cars a number
of slock shipments have been delayed from
here this week. Six hundred stock cars
have been ordered for this division,

The last sentence above quoted from the
News liked to have waded into Thomas
Jefferson (force of habit, perhaps) but it is
good sense, just the same, and The Ala- mogordo News extends a welcome to the
young Republican light, and we trust that
the future may be crowned with continuous success in battling to perpetuate the
A. F. & A. M.
principles of the party that knows no
Tucumcari Lodge No. 27.
North, no South, no East, no West,
one grand and glorious united
Meets every first and third Monday in
country under one flag, with liberty, love
each month. Visiting brothers invited.
John E. Whitmohk, W. M. and peace to all mankind. Alamogordo
News.
M. C. Mhciikm, Sec.
g
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CONNECTION WITH

Paso & Northeastern System

fa

ii
Is the shortest line between El Paso, Texas
and Santa Fe, New Mexico and all points in
northwestern New Mexico and
Colorado.
A

ft
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Close Connection at Torrance
"V

it
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Passengers will save time and money by
taking this new route, through a new
country.
FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON YOUR

LO-

-

CAL AGENT OR ADDRESS

S. B. GRIMSHAW,
GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT SANTA FE CENTRAL

SANTA FE, N. M.
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The best investment you can possibly make is
one that offers an opportunity to provide a future home in a ilesirable neighborhood, and an
opportunity to elose out at any time with a gooil
profit.
----

--.

This is what lots in the original townsite and the Daubs 1st Addition to Tucumcari
offer. There is a very small outlay of cash required to own a lut in Tucumcari. I
will sell you on a small cash payment, and the balance comes easy; once a
month.
For Particulars call on
-

M.

B

GOLDENBERG.

There lias been a few cases of Scarlatina in town during a last two weeks, but
Washington, D. C, Nov. ,j. The presno now cases a re reported.
ent today issued his proclamation naming
Tucumcari lias a good public school,
I'hursday, November 31), as a day f o r
I'rof. M. Stephenson enjoys the reputation
folthanksgiving.
The proclamation is as
of being one of the best instructors in pubows:
lic school work in this territory.
My the president of the United Stales, a
J. A. Uillingsloy, daughters, Iithel and
proclamation:
Annie, and son, J. H., came in the first of
When nearly three hundred years ago,
llio week from Ked Kiver Valoy, Ark., and
the first settlers came to the country which
stopped at the Plaza Hotel. They are
has now become the great republic, they
going to locate and will take homesteads
confronted not only hardship and privation
near town if they do not find improved
but terrible risk to their lives. In those
grim days the custom grow of sotting apart property to suit them.
one day in each year for special service of
thanksgiving to the Almighty for preserv
ing the people through the changing sea
sons.
he custom has become national
and hallowed by immortal usage.
Wo live in easier and more plentiful times
than our forefathers, the men, who with
1
rugged strength, faced the rugged days; and 1
yet the dangers to national life are quite as
great now as at any previous time in our
history. It is eminently lilting that once a
year our people should set apart a day of
praise and thanksgiving to the giver of
good, and at the same time, that they ex
press their thanks for abundant mercies
received, should manfully acknowledge
their shortcomings and pledge themselves
solumnly and in good faith to s t r i v e to
overcome them.
THE LEGAL TENDER
During the past year wo have been
BARBER SHOP.
Our busiblessed with bountiful crops.
ness prosperity has been great. No other
W. F. Glenn, Prop.
people has ever stood on as high a level as
we now stand on. We are not threatened by
Correct Treatment of Customers.
foes without. The foes within are our
passions and follies, and against these there
BATHS.
is always need that we should war.
Therefore, I now sot apart the 30th of
Tucumcari,
N. Mex.
this November as a day of thanksgiving
day
that
and prayer for the future, and on
I ask that throughout the land the people
gather in their homes and places of worship, and on the rendering of thanks to the
woo5o o o wo wo wo K"
Most High for the manifold blessings of 49
0
ofr
the past year, consecrate themselves to a
ofr
life of cleanliness, honor and wisdom, so 49
ofr
that this nation may do its allotted work 49
49
ofr
of
worthy
them
in
a
manner
the
earth
on
49
ofr
who founded it and of those who preserved
ofr
it.
49
ofr
ofr
In witness whereof I have hereunto set 49
49
ofr
my hand and caused the seal of the United
49
ofr
States to bo affixed.
49
ofr
Done at the city of Washington this and 49
ofr
of
Lord
our
day of November, in the year
49
ofr
one thousand nine hundred and five, and 49
ifr
ofr
of the indenendence of the United States 49
49
ifr
the one hundred and thirtieth.
49
ofr
THEODOKIL KOQSEVliLT,
49
ifr
KLIIIU KOOT,
Hy President:
49
ofr
SOLK AGFNT FOW
Secretary of State. 49
ifr

Thanksgiving.

49
49

fcfr

4

1

49
49
4?
49

t

W. P. DVCIIANAN. (".Miner.

PRANK P. IIAR.MAN. Pres't.

49

The First National Bank

4?
49

OF TUCUMCARI.- -

49
49
49

;

49
49
49
49
49
49

General Banking Business Transacted.
TUCUMCARI,

;

-

'

N. M.

-
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Wm. Troup
COAL DEALER

LIVERY

AND

SALE

STABLE.

STREET & BAKER.

jGood

Rigs and Good Horses, J

Teams and drivers to all points in the country,
furnished on short notice.
HAY AND GRAIN.

FURNITURE
CHAIRS

ROCKERS
WW

Main St.

Phone 42.

Our Line Is Superb.
Our assortment is complete and is so replete with
every variety of style and beauty that wo are confident it will outsell anything in the furniture line
ever brought to Tucumcari.

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALM ERS.
BARNES & RANKIN,

TucumCdri, N. M.

I

CITY TRANSFER

I

Fowler

Bottling

Go

ProDosed

H
H
H

This space belongs to the
Missouri State Life Ins. Co.
S. C. Pandolfo, Agent.

X

H
H
H

Storage Reservoir for
Lincoln County.

Water

Within the past two weeks an inspection
of the drainage basin of the Carrizozo flat,
and adjacent country, was made by Mr.
Fred G. Plummer, of the forest service,
with the view of determining the feasibility
of conitructing reservoirs for the storriage
of flood waters for the reclamation of
agricultural lands in the vicinity of Nogal,
White Oaks and Carrizozo.
Mr. Plummcr is alleged to have stated
that the scheme was entirely feasible and
that the Federal Government would in all
probability soon take the matter up
Capitan News.

Fine ART CALENDAR

given free
with each dozen best finish Cabinet Pho
tos, during November only. They make
very desirable Holiday presents.
M. H. KOCH.
Nov. 4"3t
A

G. J. Comstock, sheepman of McFar
land, Kansas, is at the Plaza. Ho will
load out several cars of sheep which ho
will feed in Kansas,

49
49
49

ofr
ofr
ofr

Heims Scliarnagle

H Select and

of

49
49
Beers
49 Kyffliauser
49
49
49
49
49 If you Wiin t a load of good
49

ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr
ofr

49

49
49
49
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Coal

49
49
49 Call up M. H.
49
49
49
49

FOWLER

Prompt

I Delivery
49
49 Phone
49

45
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GREAT SONG WRITER.

wore caufiUt in a bad snow
avalanche. One of the part. a Swl.s.
was hurled over a precipice and killed
outrigbi. while the others, aff'r beini:
rolled in the snowy mass for man
hundn ds of feci, miraculously escaped
wttli tnly minor scratches and bruises
March,

Havoc io the Alps

JC

J

Periodical Avalanches Involve Forests, Villages
and Mountain Railways in Common Destruction
(Special Correspondence.)
The avalanche season

Is

at its height

iu Switzerland, says a correspondent
writing from Geneva. From all directions come tales of death ami wholesale destruction wrought hy enormous
falls of melting snow, broken ice ami
torrents of
muddy debris,
containing huge blocks of stone, whole
trunks of trees and solid masses ot
half-froze- n

serac and glacier.
The damage already done is im
mense. Within the past few weeks
many forests, villages and mountain
railways have been swept away, buried
or destroyed. Avalanches have a curi
ous knack of falling on the same
ground year after year, and avalanche
breakers are often built to protect
surrounding life and property as far as
possible. In many places avalanche
breakers in the form of triangular
stone walls have been erected to protect whole villages. There is a breaker
of tills sort at Krauenkirch, near Davos, where the wall of the church is
so constructed that, should an avalanche sweep down upon it, the solid,
pointed, plough-likedge of the wall
would cut and divide the avalanche
and turn it harmlessly aside. Hough
timber fences, small zigzag stone
walls, and even rows of stakes across
steep slopes are used by the Swiss
peasants as protections.
avalanches,
The compact snow
which form in the natural depressions
and basins on the steep glacier slopes,
high up on the mountains, are, by the
time that they reach the valleys, composed of stones, 0.rth, huge masses of
roots and trees, all held together by
muddy snow in
the heavy,
which they are encased. A mountaineer who was overtaken by an avalanche of this kind on the Splugen,
though he escaped from death, had his
coat so iirmly frozen into the Icy mass
that he was stuck Ike a gnat to a
and coula not release himself
until assistance arrived.
e

glaciers, was early in
tilt'Tschhorn
.Inly the scene of an immense fall of
snow and rock owing to the bursting
of a glacier lake on the Hodmer. Hut,
unlike the terrible Simplon avalanche
of KM) I, this fall, happily, did not cost
any human life, though a party of
peasants saw their cattle dashed to
death, and were only just able 10 save
themselves in time. The cause of this
fall was the formation of a huge lake
on the glacier.
As the heat of sunnier increased.
the rapidly melting snow filled this icy
Alpine reservoir to repletion, and sud
denly, on July od, without an instant's

Paul Dresser, the Popular Composer,
Cured by Doan's Kidney Pills.
Paul Dresser of New York, authoi
of "Hanks of the Wabash" and man

other great song hits
writes:
Gontlomen: I wlsl
to recommend Doan'i
Kidney Pills, In the

Some Recent Disasters.
One huge snowslide on the Jura
mounf.iins burled seven children, ot
whom two were killed; while an avalanche at Lovrann carried- away the
upper Moor of the village Inn.
roof
A Hutch student named Rijkens. from
the Federal College, while glissading
down a steep snow slope at Susten in
.June, started an avalanche which carnway and Hung him Into a
ried In
rocky torrent, where his body was
fount' with the skull fractured and

hope

111

Foster-Mlibur-

thou-sand-

half-fro.e-

i

A Mountain Church,
both anna broken; while within the
last fortnight three fatal as well as
any numbei of less serious accidents
have occuirod owing to avalanches of
various sots.
Only a f"w days ago the
Russian author, Leykow, almost lost
his life.
With three friends he was
endeavoring to scale the highest peak
of the l'r.'itanella group.
Ho was
struck on .lo head by a large stone,
and fell frn'n his foothold, dragging
his eomparlons with him. They nil
fell a considerable distance, but, owing
to great, gid luck, none except Ley-kowas
seriously injured. An
avalanche c" stones was also the cause
of the deatr. of Prof. Alois Kimmerle.
who a few clays ago was found dying
at the foot, of a precipice between
HocV.or anil Johnsbach, in the Austrian Alps. He had been lying in
by heavy stones, for
agjny. ialf Inn-lesevent.wo onurs, and died almost as
lelp arr.ved.
well-know- n

d

sh-xs-

him.

s,

"

long and 12 feet high.
The Simplon, always noted for tho
serious avalanches falling from tho

" 'It's all right,' ho
assured me, 'I
know my business.'
"And he did. Nevertheless. I don't
want to try him again. The strain
Is too hard on my nerves.
livery
time he whisked the razor around anywhere near the jugular vein I prepared to yield up the ghost. However,
nothing happened except that he finished me off looking more beautiful
than I ever looked in my life. Hut
for all that, I'd rather peg along with
only my ordinary share or good looks
rnnn to experience, another such a
sot ot thrills at his hands."

Comments by the Shall.
Tho Shah of Persia suvs that "the
French seem to have Knltpotor In
tholr veins, tho BrJUsh beer ana the
Japanese camphorated Bhlmoiose.

Do Soto looked for the secret of
youth in a spring of gushing,
waters, which he was sure he
would find in the New World. Alchemists and sages (thousands of
them), have spent their lives in quect
for it, but It Is only found by those
happy people who can digest and assimilate tho right food which keeps
the physical body perfect that peace
and comfort are the sure results.
A remarkable man of 94 says: "For
many long years I suffered more or
less with chronic costlveuess and
painful indigestion. This condition
made llfo a great burden to mo, as
you may well imagine.
"Two years ago I began io use
Grape-Nut- s
as food, and am thankful
mat l ma. it has been a blessing to
me in every way. I first noticed that
it had restored my digestion. This
was a great gain but was nothing to
comparo in importance with tho fact
that in a short tlmo my bowels were
restored to free and normal action.
"Tho cure seemed to be complete-fotwo years I have had none of
the
old trouble. I use the Grape-Nutfood every morning for breakfast
frequently eat nothing else. Tho and
use
has made me comfortable and happy
and although I will be 1)4 years
next fal, I have become strong old
and
supple again, erect in figure
and can
walk with anybody
and enjov it
rsame given
by Postum Co.,
Battle
Crook Mich
"There's
reason."
10
"Th0 Road 10
wShaille
".n every,,00,,'
pkg.
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THE SECRET OF YOUTH.

i..ft-Hande- d

went without guides to admire the
seracs of tin! famous Z'mutt glacier.
As they slowly
moved awav they
heard behind them a mighty roar like
that of the discharge of heavy art
which was fiercely echoed and reechoed by a thousand crags ant' peaks.
Looking back, they saw countlf-utons
of ice in huge blocks and mighty,
splintered columns fall on tho very
spot where a few moments before they
had all been standing.
Nine athl'tic young members of tho
Ski Club, mostly Englishmen, while
makbig an excursion from Lucorno in

Co., Buffalo.

Great Slaughter of Ducks.
Every duck hunter who went out to
the lakes Sunday came home with as
many ducks as he could safely carry
under the law. The slaughter was one
of the greatest known in the history of
the state, as the weather was ideal for
hunting and the game was plentiful
in all parts.
One inquisitive hunter,
who had his own
bag well filled,
counted over 800 ducks at the station
at Barr, when the crowd was waiting
for the train. This did not include the
kill made by the members of the Hot
Air Ohio, who came in hy a later train,
or of those secured hy the men who
shot Upper Barr lake. The latter
usually go to their blinds in automo.
biles, returning the same way. A safe
estimate of the number killed about
the Barr lakes is therefore about 1,100.
As this is only one of the many places
to which the Denver hunters went,
some idea may be secured of the number of duck dinners enjoyed in this
city yesterday. Denver Republican.

Feared
Shave.
mid my jcayers this morning for
ha firn t im.? iu several moons," said
the sporty leaning man. "I was then
Into fiat devout frame of
inind by a
barber.
lie
I
shaved i:m.
had had
eople do over thing else to me like
shining my .
brushing my clothes
and even chcs'tUng me at cards, but
never before had
s.ei n one of the
fraternity manipulate the
uizoi. Tho fellow scarew me half to
death. Ho saw that I was afraid of

have fallen many years previously.
avaOne of the most famous Swi-jlanches, and one which only falls in
.
very snowy seasons, is the
In 1888 this nv.ilanche
destroying life
loll near Glarus-Davoand property and carrying all before
It. Tho mass was estimated to be over
700,000 cubic feet in bulk, while tho
cut
tunnel which was afterwa.-through it to allow the traffic to pass
nlong the valley road was over 300 feet

n

continent tho largest shipment ol
blooded horses ever made from San
Francisco to New York. The horses
are to be shipped on November 19th,
next, from J. II. Hdggins' famous
Itancho Del Paso, which is to bo sold
in small tracts for farming purposes.
The shipment will require four trains
of twelve cars each, and they are to be
run on passenger train time. The railroads will get for this shipment $42,500
In freight charges.

"1

The Staubbach.

en

Big Shipment of Horses.
The Southorh Pacific, Union Pacific
Illinois Central and Now York Central
roads are preparing to take across the

it

The "Eislawinen."
Scarcely less dangerous than the
spring avalanches, or "grundlawinen."
caused by melting snow or the bursting of glacier lakes and itiiervoirs, are
the wonderful Ice avalanches, or "eis
lawinen." which are among the wonders and perils of fhe Jungfrau, the
Matterhorn, the Pte Hernina, and many
other famous glazier-clamountains.
Those marvelous falls of glittering,
gleaming ice consist of thousands of
tons of shattered, twisted seracs, or
which have fallen from the
glaciers and been precipitated down
the mountain by the heat of the sun
and the action of the weniiit-r- .
lhose huge falls or cataracts of ice
are a terrible danger for the climber
Avalanche of 1888
Often the frozei1 bodies of chamois who rashly ventures without a guide
have been found e.uite fit for food in into their vicinity after sunrise. Not
tho remains of o'd avalanches that long ago a party of German climbers

my

1

burst its frozen barriers,
s
and in a few seconds discharged
of tons of water, ice and snow
into the valley below, destroying everything in its way. and never stopping
until it reached the Krumbach Gorge,
into which It plunged, and in an incredibly short time completely filled it
up.
in .f une a somewhat similar fall
swept down upon the St. Gothard line
between Lucerne and Goldau, stopping
all traffic and doing a great deal of
damage. No lives were lost by this
mishap, bu a signal man's house,
which was luckily empty at the time,
was swept "way.
warning,

that

dorsement will be
read by some of the
many thousands ol
sufferers from kidne
complaint. I was sc
wretched from this malady that
could not sleep, rest nor eat, and had
a weak and aching back. Doan's Kid
ney Pills effectually cured me, and
wish that others may know.
PAUL DRESSEK.
(Signed)
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
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SCIENTIFIC PROBLEM SOLVED

PlRrEirttDjpHir

Prof. .1. Rutlor Uurke, a Cambridge
professor, recently anuniversity
nounced that ho had demonstrated the
possibility of spontaneous generation,
lly means of radium and sterilized
boullou together in a test tube, he
claimed to have obtained cultures presenting many appearances of vitality,
such as growth and subdivision. Prof.
Rurke conducted experiments for six
years in the Cavendish laboratory,
with Prof. Thomson.
These experiments, together with
those of Prof. Loeb of San Francisco,
in the opinion of many scientists,
have done much to solve the oldest
scientific problem in tho world tho
generation of life by artificial means.
Loeb, some months ago. startled the
scientific world by actually fertilizing the eggs of sea urchin and thus
generating life artificially. Now he
declares to have made another Important step toward an explnnatlan of
the process of reproduction In animal
SHOWED A BUSINESS INSTINCT,
life. He claims to have found a rea
Woman Quick to Seize Opportunity son for the appearance of the "fertllistation
membrane,"
which
becomes
to Ccllect Debt.
Cvnics who assert that women are visible around the sea urchin and stardevoid of
business instinct would '
have changed their minds if thev '
could have witnessed an Incident that
took place on a Columbus avenue car

Important. At he has run lor many years, Is some
ho hint mono :md honors, times tempted to close it beeauen f
but lost them. For twenty years he pays him so little. My advieo to him
lived a very simple and wandering or has alwa.s been that he could afford
inactive life. During the last, five to run II for his health. Were he to
stop his work he would loso his dlears ho has been picking tip and now
rectlve power and then his energy. He
cannot do the heavy work he did thiran Income of several thousand a year. ty years ago. but at sixty-sevehe h
A few days ago I called upon him. lie
in bettor health than he was at forty,
has an unusually comfortable office, five.
I have often thought of the story o
lie had been rending how successful
men eat ami he told mo thnt. they tho butcher who hod made sufficient
were reported to eat tiny thing they money upon which to retire. lie sold
came across, not. pnying any attention his shop and soon became miserable.
to their stomach, but all of them were Ills wife missed him day by day and
busy at some kind of work.
Upon investigabecame suspicious.
His observation had been that when tion slio discovered that he was worka man stopped work he soon went, to ing for another bitchiv in a nearby
pieces; Hint systematic thought, and town.
Would you. live better and longer-M- ien
exercise were necessary for continued
push some useful work as long
health.
A mechanic, who has a little shop as you live. Glen Woo.
Mental occupation

thirty-liv-

is

e

LAST OF A QUEEN'S LANDMARK.
200 Years Old Seemed Able
to Defy Another Century.
An old farmhouse standing Just off
Hill street, in the Rlls'-villsection
of Long Island City, which was erect-ef.i 1700 by Hernnrdus Van Zandt.
one of the first settlers of the Dutch
possessions on Long Island, was yes-

House

d

terday ra.cd.
Vr.n Zandt owned eighty acres of
land, which he tilled for years prior
to .1.74.1, when ho sold the farm to
.John Do Reuuvois. The frame of '.he
dwelling, which went, with the farm.
was of solid oak timbers which had
been hewn out. of logs with an ax.
Tin; timbers were put together with
oak pins. Some nails were found in
the woodwork, and they proved to he
Tim door boards were
handmade.
verf wide and two inches thick, while
the laths were of hickory. Between
the plaster and the outer wall was
yellow clay, mixed with cut straw,
forming u linn and solid mixture. The
house was covered with red cedar
shingles, and the men who demolished it said that the building would
hnvu stood for another century.
In one of the rooms on the second
floor of the old dwelling was a closet,
and when it. was torn out some papers were found back of It. The workmen threw the papers out and a resident of the neighborhood gathered
them up. Among the papers was a
time-worpamphlet which proved to
be a copy of a sermon delivered before the legislature of the state of
Now York by the Rev. John R. .lohn-son- ,
0'ie of the chaplains of the assembly. It was a eulogy upon Gen.
Washington, delivered at the North
Dutch church, Albany, N. Y., upon
the first anniversary of his death.
New York Times.

Generation of Life by Artificial Means.

'

i

last. Monday.
A woman paid her fare with a $5
bill. The conductor could not make

change.

".Just wait a mlnule." he said. "I'll
see ill any uf the passengers car.
change it."
He applied to the man with the
crutch, to the
man and to
the prosperous looking individual in
the new fall hat; nobody's financial
equipment came up to the requirePresently a woman sitting
ments.
near the front, of the car beckoned to
the conductor.
flow big is tho hill she asked.
"Five dollars," he replied.
"Does it. belong to that woman In
blue?" .she went on.
"Yes, ma'am." said the conductor
"Very well," said the woman.
"I
can help you out."
The conductor handed over the five
dollar bill and the woman counted out
!.!) 5 into ono pile and five pennies
Into another. She gave him the pen-

o
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nies.
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fish after they have been penetrated
by the active element.
Prof. Loeb, when he began his investigations on sea. urchin eggs, realized thnt one constant accompaniment
of Its normal development was the fortransparent
mation of a delicate,
membrane nbout the egg. This mem-

brane appeared with such rapidity as
to seem literally to jump away from
tho egg surface. The space between
the membrane and the egg surface
always was filled with transparent

"Here,'' she said is her fare. I'll
keep the change. She has owed me
$f for the hist two years. I have tried
every way under the sun to gel. tho fluid.
Soon after the formation of the
money, but. she always said that she
had none. Now that have got some- membrane the egg would divide into
thing from her I am going to hang on halves, each of which would divide a
little later Into two others. Tho develonto it."
way by sell
The victorious collector looked de- opment proceeds in tills
fiantly at. the woman in blue. Tho division, the process being Initiated
rest, of the passengers sat up in ex- by the entrance of die active elepectation of a light. Tho woman In ment.
At tho beginning of his attempts to
blue blushed deeply, but she meekly
solve the mystery of fertilization Dr.
waived her right, to the
Juvenile Depravity.
"Pleaso stop tho car," was all sho Loeb was convinced that he must (lis- Farmer Harrowfield was passing
casually through his orchard, when an said. New York Sun.
unwonted dark hulk up in his best
apple tree caught his eye, and closer
Breaking Jt Gently.
Inspection revealed a guilty and
Ho Is a rather serious-mindeboy,
-looking
hugging tho who has moro sense of responsibility
urchin
Naturally ho. roared out than many grown persons. So, when
branches.
tho anf.y but unnecessary question:
he was sonl to his grandmother's to
"What are you doing there among break the news of her aged sister's
my apples, you young rascal'.'"
death, ho did so wllh much grnvity and
no little
A whimper was the only reply.
cm, sir!"
"Now, Alfred," his mother said, "you
"I was on'y
mustn't tell grandma suddenly begasped the terrified urchin.
"Well, of all the cheeky young brats cause it might shock her, oven though
I
ever came across!" said Harrow-field- . she knew Aunt Martha was ill. Tell It
"And what right 'ave you to to her gently."
"All right," assorted Alfred, startpick Vim?"
Rlanl: silence for a moment, and ing out on his mission with mingled
then n brilliant excuse flashed Into the solemnity and eagerness.
the jteoo jtace or lite showing
Arrived at his grandmother's house
detected raider's mind. He rememOR&fUVSEO BODY
, Jk niCftLY
bered Hometliing ho had read In a ho greeted her with a sober "Hello"
and then proceeded to "break the
weekly paper a few days previously.
cover some means of imitating the
'em for the dipsomania, nows" by saying:
"I
details of tho process by
essential
grandma!
Hut
dead,
apples
ses
"They
Martha's
"Aunt
sir!" he blubbered.
physico-chemica- l
methods.
Since
Is good for dipsomania, and I'm one of you mustn't fool bad. 'cause she was
appeared to
pretty old, anyway. You'll bo the ne;ct tho membrane formation
'em. 1 suffers from it very bad, sir."
be one of those essential details V
oca 1 s'pose. ''5""ltlyn Life
London Answers.
n

anxious-

-

became, first of all, necessary to produce the membrane by physico-chemica- l
means so perfectly that It could
not be distinguished from the membrane normally produced.
This was accomplished at length
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with Rrent SUCCOS8 on the sea urchin
n fertilized
in 8imi,i0 fashion.
eggs were treated with a solution of

0KR

acetyc, butryic or other similar acids,
followed usually by solutions of com-

mon stilt.
Ilenzol, amylene and other cneml-cal- s
of this character acted similarly.
Would they produce the membrane on

the starfish egg also? Since, under
appropriate conditions Dr. Looj was
able to fertilize sea urchin eggs with
tiie active elements of starfish, producing thereby a hitherto Impossible
hybrid, It, seemed to him that the latter must carry Into the egg substances similar to those carried In
by the active element of the urchin.
He was uot long in showing conclusively that the same substances
which produce the fertilization membrane artificially In the urchin's egg
act similarly on the starfish egg. In
some cases starfish eggs would
when no membrane had been
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formed. Their development, however,
was abnormally slow and imperfect.
The facts pointed to the inevitable
conclusion that the membrane formation, or the process underlying it, was
a necessary accompaniment of normal development, the membrane Itself
merely resulting as a mechanical consequence of the extrusion of its substance from tho egg. It appeared to
contain a substance which when in
the egg prevented Its development.
Dr. Loeb found thnt the presence
of oxygen kills unfertilized eggs, but
develops those which have been fertilized.
The entrance of the active
element into the egg In normal fertilization obviously produces n profound cliango in its internal affairs.
Oxidation after fertilization leads to
tho formation of different chemical
products from those formed In the unfertilized but mature egg.
All facts at present Indicate thnt
this change Is not due to the mere addition of a new chemical substance,
but to tho fact that this additional
substnnce drives out another.

It is not the intention of this paper to
try lolioom Tucumcari or Quay county.
We do not mean to be extravagant in our
claims. Wo consider it always advisable
to avoid extremes, and particularly it is
necessary when dealing with the growth of

The Tucumcari News

The Tucumcari Printing

(o

towns, but our candid opinion, after studying the opportunities in slock and agriculture, horticulture and what is termed
g
here, is that this is decidedly the best country we have seen in New
Mexico and we have seen a great deal of
it during fourteen years of residence.
Many a town in a goodly location has failed, however, to reach the highest development possible because its business men
were too pessimistic and failed to see the
opportunities within their grasp. At other
and in an
times they are too
effort to boom things secure buyers at ex
orbitant figures who suffer losses at the
collapse of the inflation. Not "so in Tu
cumcari, the business men and real estate

Tucumcari Telephone Exchange
FARR HERRING,

Put in a Phone
Now.

stock-farmin-

S. R. MAY,

Pros, and

Man'r.

Subscription, $1.50 the Year
Application for transmission

scfondLus

Mail Matter,

made

through
through

U. S.

Mail,

as

the Tneumearj

poit'oflicci Tucumcari, N. M.

Tucumcari has good water.

I

Do

.

it

une is Money.

I
I
I

Mgr.

The Phone is a Time
Saver. Ask Central
for Trains.

I

1

OFFICE MAIN STREET CURREN BUILDING.

f

Tucumcdri

Townsite & Investment (o.
Tucumcari Lund (o.

extr-.vaga- nt

The farmers have raised
they have planted here.

everything

Tucumcari people are going to pull together for the good of the town and county.

dealers have put a reasonable price 011
selling it regularly, and
Socorro is to have a National Hank lo property and are
is
no
the town is grow
boom,
be conducted by Price Brothers of that while there
is a building or two
there
continuously,
ing
city.
in course of construction all the lime. No
matter what may come or what may go,
&
splendid
doing
a
Co. are
Gross, Kelly
the resources of stock and agriculture
five
to
fifteen
we
business
often see
alone will make this a better town right
wagons loading out from there at a time.
along year after year,
This locality is very similar in its topoDelegate Andrews is sued by the receiv
graphy to the Amarilla country, only we ers of the Enterprise National Hank of
have them bested in the fertility of soil.
Alleghany, Pa., for $55,000 and his prop
erty attached in order to protect the de
Herbert J. Hedgerman, of Roswell, is positors of the defunct institution. Friends
a contemplative candidate for Governor of of the Delegate are very much concerned
And, there will be others, over
New Mexico.
ins penltcament, hut the crucial
no doubt.
query among New Mexicans is, is he guilty
of conspiracy and to blame for the wreck
Tucumcari unloads more freight than
of the Enterprise National Bank and the
any point on the Rock Island and 151 Paso
consequent death of its cashier, or is he
& Southwestern line between Liberal, Kaninnocent of complicity in that crime? This
sas and I;l Paso, Texas.
is a problem for the Territorial republican
central committee to consider and to act
Tucumcari needs larger stock pans, and
upon immediately.
If he is not guilty as
dipping vats for the accommodation of
charged in tlife last statement of the dead
Tucumcari would be materisheepmen.
cashier, now is the time for his friends and
ally benefitted if those accommodations
the party to stay by him; while on the
with plenty of water were offered stockother hand if his unquestionable guilt can
men.
be established, why, rid of him, that is the
only
alternative.
Delegate Andrews is
The first nnmber, Volume 1, of the Tuin this case, and it is tip to
the
defendant
cumcari News is at hand, and is probably
to prove his innocence.
the best first issue that ever cams from a him

pres

in New Mexico. It is well edited, well

Vol. 1, No. 1, of the Tucumcari News
printed and its sixteen pages give Tucum
has reached our desk. It is a well edited,
cart a weekly newspaper of which it can
neatly printed paper of sixteen pages, and
well be proud.
S. R. May is the president
is a credit to its publishers and the town
and manager of the Tucumcari Printing
that so liberally supports it. It is publishCompany, which issues the paper. In its
ed by the Tucumcari Printing Co. of which
salutatory, the News announces that it
S. R. May, formerly connected with the
will be Republican.
New Mexican.
Capitan Nitws, is president.
We "X"
with pleasure, and wish the News all kinds
Welcome.
of success. Capitan News.
The first issue of the Tucumcari News
has made its appearance.
The Outlook
The Tucnmcari News, Vol. r, No. 1, is
is happy to welcome it into the fellowship on our table.
It is a newsy four colum
of the Press of New Mexico. We are paper of sixteen pages. S. R. May is the
Tucumcari is a good field for a
doubly happy and pleased because it joins manager.
newsy paper and we wish Mr. May his
the ranks of the republican and progressive full measure of success in
his new venture.
side in its political affiliations. We have
Estancia News.
no doubt that it will stand square toed for
whatever the republican party stands for
The Citizen has received Vol. 1, No. i,of
We feel confident that the editor will write the Turumcari News, sm
to the Ala
and work for the right as he sees it and mogordo Journal, the mop. and material
maku the News a medium of influence and of which were moved from the latii
to
power, not only in Quay county, but the former place. The first issun
es
throughout this large and growing territory. every evidence that the haws will be as
We wish the Tucumcari News the largest able and useful as the Journal was recogn
success and a long vigorous life. Outlook. jzccl to be. Citizen.

Business and Residence Lots For Sale
Agt.

M. B. GOLDENBERG,

I

THE

Legal Tender Saloon.
The Pioneer House of the Kirvd in ike City.
BRANDIES,

WINES,

CALL AND SEE US.

LIQUORS

CIGARS.

AND

MORGAN

.

GRVBBS,
PROPS.

W, T, NICHOLSON
General Blacksmithing

and

....

Wood Work.:

HORSE SHOEING A SPECIALTY.
Main Street

I
(

fj
f

Tucumcari, N. M.

REAL ESTATE.
Business and Resident Properties
Favorable Terms,

for Sale

it

Cheap and

Will be pleased to show buyers the properties of the

McGee Addition and

the

Russell Addition to the Town.
Make Prices and Terms.

y'j
k't

Notary Public and

Conveyances

T. W, HEMAN.

'

Tucumcari Wool Scouring (o.

To(Mii,New

Mexico.

m
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Local and Personal

J. A. 13lankcnship made a business visit
to Hereford.
We see Joe Kced's genial face on the
limited once more.
Mustain, road master, was in Tucum-car- i
over Saturday.
'
Considerable wheat and rye have been
put in by our farmers.

!

s
$

t

It's Wonderful

Hon. S. K. Ilendren, county commis
sioner of Montoya, was in the city Monday to attend an adjourned meeting of the
board of county commissioners.

1

Good SKos
Are- -

M. L. Oylor was among the farmers
who spent Thursday in town. Me is very
busy bailing a large hay crop and comes
to town for supplies the rainy days

One of the Rock Island 1G00 engines
derailed in the west end of the Dawson
yards here last Sunday causing about $450
Sugundo Marque?, was in town yester- damage. It took a Dawson engine and
day from Solidito for ranch supplies.
another ifioo to pull it back on the track.
Klorencin Martinez, a wealthy sheep
1'ost Master Carter handled at the local
raiser of Kcvuelto, was in town Friday.
office here Saturday
pieces of mail.
Prentiano Vijil is sick at his ranch at How is that for Tucumcari?
Our people
Solidito. Me is under care of Dr. Kluttz. must be telling the folks back home what
Henry I'cppin, of Lincoln, Lincoln a good country we have out here in Quay
county, was a business visitor here Tues county.
day.
Tucumcari will prepare an exhitit of ag
A. K.Carter, the postmaster, went into ricultural products and send to the Rock
the Cap Kock district Monday to buy Island immigration department to assist
that company to advertise t h e country.
sheep.
This is the right sort of advertising a n d
1. M, Strand, Corinth, Miss., were will bring rasults.
among the guests at the Glenrock, WedThe season for the wool scouring plant is
nesday.
closing this week.
This is an enterprise
A. Roberts, with Marrin Powers Mer
The
that is a great benefit to Tucumcuri.
cantile Co., K. C, was with the trade here company employs twenty to thirty m e n
Tuesday.
and handles a million and a half to three
Henry Essinger, traveling for a liquor million pounds of wool a year.
concern, was interviewing the trade here
S. A. Uellring, Pumpkin Ridge, 'possum
Thursday.
"holler." Ark., anchored his melon at the
A. 13. Dauber is spending a week visit Glenrock, on a Monday Nov. Gth A. D,
mg the old folks and other relatives in ioos.
Wo don't "adzactly" remember
Kansas City.
but you must a been a
you Mr.
neighbor of ourn if you are from Pumpkin
Manuel Marline:, territorial Inspector,
was here several days to inspect sheep and Ridge.
cattle shipments.
John M. Wiley, U. S. Marshal, Albiv
Hon. Pablo Medina, member of the qucrque, was Here a day or two, summon
Board of County Commissioners, spent ing some of our people to attend U.S.
several days in town.
court at Alamogordo. Among those sum
We have had about 3 inches of rain fall moned were T. O. Martinez, Antonio
in the last week then some body said Chavez. Doroteo Montoya, Ricardo Mon
toya. Tucumcari, and C. McFarland, Lo
something about an arid country.
gan, court convenes me 27111 insi.
W. W. Morton, of Dodson, was in town
lidgar Clark, who has been employed in
Monday on court matter.
Mc is one of
offices of the Alamogordo Improve
the
Quay county's successful farmers.
ment Company at Alamo., a cousin of C.
Mrs. R. P. Donohoo left on Monday's de 13. and J. A. Eddy, stayed over here be
layed 30 to visit her brother, Dr. Nichols, tween trains Wednesday, and was an ap
and other relatives in Liberal, Kansas
preciated caller at this office. Mr. Clark
was on route to Dawson hither bound on
W, W. Havens, Raton, an
He
League organizer, is at the Plaza Motel, a business mission for his company.
Ala
well
at
the
artesian
us
informs
that
and intends to organize a League here.
mogordo has reached a depth of about 500
Train Master Stevenson, R. I., went feet, and
that the drill is yet in a sort of
through Sunday with Sec. and Pres. H.
red clay. The people are still hopeful.
to
Santa Rosa.
N. Mudge. M was going
C. W. Hutchison, who for five years has
N. V. Gallegos, the U. S. commissioner,
been with R. I I. Pierce Co. at Alamogordo,
to
Logan
week
this
spent several days at
and who most ot that tunc has been in
attend the marriage of some of his rela charge of the dry goods department of
tives.
that Company's big store, as buyer, stockL. A. Campbell bumped A. L. Butler keeper and salesman, was here Wednes
on the cabeza hill run Monday and Hutler day en route to Logan, Union county,
in turn bumped Frank Vicory from the where he goes to take charge of Gross,
work train.
Kelly & Company's business at that place.
Master David Morgan who got shot in We are under obligations to Mr. Hutchi
the left forearm two months ago, is just son for an hour or two spent at this office,
about ready to be dismissed by his physi during which time he told us all about the
cian, Dr. Kluttz.
good people of Alamogordo, in whoso wel
C. C. Stevenson, train master of the fare and prosperity we yet hold as much
Rock Island, Harrington, Kansas, to Santa interest as if we resided among them. Mr,
Rosa, N. M., was in Tucumcari on official Hutchison is one of the most competent
men in his line in this country and will
business Monday.
this
Silvano liaca, in sheep business at En prove no doubt a very useful man with
join
at
him
will
family
His
company.
dee, was in town Monday and was a call
a suitable
er on the Nuws force. He says his section Logan as soon as he can secure
home for them.
is in a prosperous condition.
Supt. Ostcr, of the Southwestern,

What
They

went

to Dawson on 2.j Wednesday last.

Peters' Shoe is
comfortable..
They are worth
what they cost.
They always
givesatisfaction
You will never
know true foot
comfort

until

you try this
Shoe.

The M. B. Goldenberg Co.
SOLE AGENTS.

Season

1905
Butters In

1906

Memtaiiip

Cdrd

anti-saloo- n

A Mr. Moore and his family arrived here
Notice.
yesterday from Virginia, and took a home
Whoever has Beverly of G r a u s
stead near town. He is a brother of J. A. nleasc return at once.
Moore who lives south of town.

t

a r

k

1

1

Special Bargain.
Frank Vicory, Dawson brakeman, tolls
For sale Houses with 3 or 4 rooms
us that it is his information that track
terms, two lots,
work contract between here and Santa choap and favorable
Rosa has been awarded to John Welch. fenced Mid sheds etc. in good location on
.Wt
This piece of road ib to bo put in good con Aber street. Apply
Tiiuo, W. Human, Agent
dition at the earliest date possible.

Transferable
.Jny person readluj this card ma without doubt or hesita
tion bull into the Lobb Saloon and sain pie our fine line of
If ines, Liquors and Clfars.

HENRY & CO., Tucumcari, N.M.
A. D. GOLDliNHKRG, Pkks.

K. L. TAYLOR,

Suit.

TUCUMCARI

Water, Ice

I Power Co.

(INCORPORATED.)

Every enterprising citizen should patronize
a. local industry or ntir prist
iHgr

TO STAY, AND SOLICIT
YOUR PATRONAGE).

WIS ARID HJQRE

OUR

RATES REASONABLE.

use a couple of common pins to keep
them in pluce. Put on the belt and
adjust it so that it is higher in the
back than in the front. Now you are
In a condition to stand the wear and
tear of a day and still have a neat
appearance at night so far as your
j waist is concerned.
Another point to bo careful of is the
Every housewife should have a adjusting
of the collar. To begin with
stock Kettle. With t ho arrival of cool do
not wear some big. bulky affair
days a stock can ho made which will
destroys the
keep for several days and thus the. which entirely hides and a soft, comneck. Have
shape
of
the
material for a good soup will nlways
collar and
low,
he on hand. The trtmined-ol- f
ends of paratively
one or two
meat and the cheaper cuts are quite adjust it neatly, using
gold pins at the sides if there is any
as desirahle for stock as the most
slipping out.
pieces. Do not attempt to use danger of the neckband
mutton, lamh or pork in the kettle. Women are apt to be careless about
their shoes much more so than men.
Beef, veal and fowl make tho most deThey
often wear them for days withsirable additions. Use some bones
usually
ehopped into small pieces, for there is out blacking, while a man
every time
a vast deal of nutriment and flavor in gives his shoes attention
Then there is a
them, the only t rouble being that it he puts them on.
lacing
way
shoes which
of
careless
is dilHcult to get at it.
Add water to tho moat foundation spoils tho shape and gives them a
and set all to simmering in a deep slovenly appearance. Keep the shoes
kettle on tho back'of the range. Cover laced up neatly over the Instep. They
it with a perforated lid. Allow to boil will have to be drawn up several
slowly for live or six hours. Add times during the day in order to keep
whatever vegetables are desired a them fitted as the lacings will work
- Grace Hammond.
short time before tho stock is suf- lon--ficiently cooked. It is here that the
small and more unsightly vegetables
may be used. When all are well cooked, strain and place the stock in n
(are Needed in
cool place covered with a sieve or
perforated lid. This should keep for
Threshing Barley
at least a week if the weather is cool,
but in warm weather it !s not best to
use it after it is a day old unless kept

The Stock Kettle

woll-littin- g

e.

I

on ice.

The water in which fish is boiled
often makes a very desirable foundation for a delicious soup, and from
several kinds of ilsh it will form a
gelatine as soon as cool. Even a
vegetable stock can be used in this
way and many a tempting gravy and
side-discan be made from these
waters. The one great precaution to
bo taken is to have everything that
goes into the kettle perfectly fresh.
If this care is not taken one will soon
sicken of the stock kettle. On a wash
day or at other very busy times this
Ufttlc proves a very mine of wealth.
Mrs. F Eddy.
h

How to Wear

Clothes

j

The milliner in which clothes arc
worn has far more to do with the gen
oral appearance of a woman than has
the quality of material that goes into
them. There are a great many women
who do not know how to put on their
clothes, but who are entirely unaware
of the fact. If their attention were
onco called to it they would ho sur
prlsod to seo how trim and stylish a
Tow little changes In tho way of wearing their clothes would make them ap-

pear.
Shirtwaists are generally considered tho very easiest thing to put on.
Hut if put on properly they require
quite ns much time as any other
walt. Yet the time spent in donning
tho waist carefully is well used, for
aftor the woman is once dressed there
is no danger of her coming to pieces
and she will not find occasion to stop
Do
nor work frequently for repairs.
not put the shirtwaist on in such a
careless way that it bags up and
gives a hump on tho shoulders, and
do not draw It down so tightly in
front that it has almost the appear
ance of a ilttod basque waist. Have
a tape fastened at the waist lino of
tho center back. After putting on the
wiiist, tie this in place, which will
hoop tho waist on straight.
Put the
waist under the petticoats, not on
ton right next to the dress skirt.
After donning tho skirts run your
hand up under them and pull tho
waist down in tho back until it seta
smoothly. Thou pin it firmly in place
with safety pins. Have tho skirt
pinned up higher in the back than In
tho front. Adjust tho front gathers
io thoy hlouso prettily in front and

Speaking recently with a maker of
malt who buys barley direct from the
farmers, we were informed that many
samples of this grain are so badly injured by careless threshing and poorly
adjusted mills that it is found necessary to refuse them when offered for
sale. The injuries consist in chipping,
cracking, bruising and peeling. Barley Injured In this way does not keep
well, is subject to mold and for these
reasons Is not perfectly adapted for
tho making of high class malt. Tho
grain wanted is that which is light
in color but comparatively heavy In
weight. The extra heavy grain is not
perhaps so popular as it once was for
malting purposes, but the color and
it
condition count for much when
comes to selling the grain. There
should be no peeling or cracking of
tho grain, and in order to prevent
such injuries tho farmer should be
constantly on the alert while tho
threshing is being dono and should
watch that the grain is coming from
the mill in perfectly sound condition.
Most of the trouble comes from rushing grain through tho mill in order
to do a big day's threshing, and the
average threshing gang will rush mat
ters In this way when there is a great
deal of work to be done and every
farmer in the district is clamoring for
help. It is much better to have less
work done and better work so that
tho grain will not suffer. The British
Board of Agriculture has taken this
matter up and sent out a circular instructing farmers as to methods of
pi eventing Injury to barley at threshing time. From this circular the fol
lowing items are condensed:
If Injury to barley is noticed tho concave
of the drum of the machine should be
slightly opened. A new machine will
break more grain than an old one,
but when a machine has long been
run the ends of the drum crack grain
and new drum beaters and concave
ribs should be put In. Great care
should be taken to adjust each part of
the machine and to run it steadily.
Different varieties of barley require
different treatment and those in
charge of tho threshing should constantly sample the grain as it comes
from the mill. Barley should on no
account be rushed through the mill.
It is important that the mill should be
cleaned before commencing tho day's
threshing. Farmers' Review.
A nice sauce for stewed fruit Is
made by boiling half an ounce of
finely crushed sago In a pint of milk.
Cook until the grains almost disap
pear.

MRS. EMMA FLEISSNER
T.uo Years Health Wai
Suffered ui
In a Precarious condition Caused
Jiy Pclvu Catarrh.
-

e-

Races of Tubercle
Bacilli
People used to speak of tho bacilli
of tuberculosis as being of one kin
but our great investigators are flndini;
dithat just as the human races are
differing in many
vided into
of their characteristics, so the tubercio
bacilli are divided into different races
having differing powers. Some European investigators connected with th
great universities have been experimenting with these different races of
They have used the human
bacilli.
tubercle bacilli, and what they called
the avian tubercle bacilli, and the
bacilli from cattle, goats, sheep, dogs
and many other animals. They found
that, if the tubercle bacillus obtainei
from the human
nice is passe l
through goats or birds, it assumes different qualities and powers. In some
cases it is lessened in intensity and
In this matin some cases increased.
ter it seems to correspond to small
pox, which, when passed into cattle,
and can be safely
becomes cow-poHuused for vaccinating purposes.
man bacilli, when passed through rabbits and horses, produce only slight
symptoms of pneumonia, and when the
dose is not large, the inocculated animal soon recovers. It is surprising to
know that the cultures obtained from
birds were characterized by their high

j

.

sub-race-

virulence toward experimental animals, especially toward cattle. This
,
Is of great importance to
and in some parts of tho United
States i ho poultry have been badly affected by tuberculosis. I have heard
of one farm in the East where 'luo
tuberculous birds had to be killed.
The tubercle from these poultry yards
would lie more destructive to cattle
than would the tubercle bacilli coming from other cattle. The passage of
this avian bacillus through animals
greatly increases its intensity, which
is another thing to be noted and to be
Williams,
guarded against. .Imiik-C'iiss Co.. Nebr.
cattle-raisers-

Food and Animal

AND STRENGTH
RESTORED BY

HEALTH

PE-RU-N- A.

Emma Fleissner, 1412 Sixth
Seattle. Wash., Worthy Treasurer
Sons of Temperance, writes:
" suffered over two years with
and painful periods. My health
was in a very precarious condition and
I was anxious to find something to restore my health and strength.
"I was very glad to try Peruna and
delighted tolind that it was doing me
good. 1 continued to use it a little over
three months and found my troubles
removed.
" consider it a splendid medicine
and shall never be without it, taking a
n
dose occasionally when I feel
Mrs.

Ave-.- ,

run-dow-

and tired."

Our liles contain thousands of testimonials which Dr. llartmau has received from grateful, happy women
who have been restored to health by
his remedy, Peruna.

Beautify Your

Improvement
The first great factor in the im
provement of animals has been improved food. It is absolutely impossible to Improve live .stock without giv
ing them good food. In a state of na
ture the animals find only enough to
live upon, and during a large part of
the year aro in a state of
Thus, among the wild animals
It is unusual to find any that are in
that state that man has denominated
an "improved" condition.
In most
cases in the wild state animals are
not able to socuro more than enough
food to keep them alive. Man, however, by his superior wisdom, has
been able to gather a great amount of
food exactly suited to the requirements of the animal. Thus, the horse
of tho plains feeds upon grass or dry
hay. He would not be able to do the
work that man wants done, for we
know that in our stables tho horse
that is fed on hay alone, even hay
of the highest quality, is not able to
do the continuous work required by
man.
Man has to feed him concentrated food, such as oats and corn, to
make It possible for him to create the
energy that he must expend In the
drawing of heavy loads ton hours a
day. Improved stock has been created
by the help of improved food, and
this quality must be kept up by feed
ing food of high order. The man that
buys a horse and expects him to do a
big day's work on hay alone is making
a great mistake, for neither this Improved horse nor a scrub horse can
perform that kind of a feat. Frank
Kidder, Cass Co.. 111., in Furmors' He
view.

5
In white
& Rock
and beautiful
tints. Docs not rub or scale. Destroys
germs and vermin. No washing of
walls after onco applied. Any one can
brush It on mix with cold wuter. Other
finishes, bearing fanciful names and mixed
with either hot or cold water, do not
liavo thct cementing1 property o
Alabastino. They are stuck on with gluo,
or other animal matter, which rots,

Cement

feeding:
Hcnllii

disease gerniH, rubbing:,
und spoiling walls, cloth-ing,

etc.

Such Finishes must bo washed
off every year expensive, filthy work. Buy

Alabastino only in live pound packages, properly Int.clod. Tint card,

pretty wull and coiling design,
Hlnta on
Decorating" and our artlots' sorvlcos in
making color plans, i'reo.

ALABASTINE CO.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., or 105 V.'ater St., N. Y.

IKsSriSfr

BINDER
relSb le

STBAIGHTCIGAR
always
lour Joiilier or direct irum luctory. i'oorln,

Coney
s,

Island Souvenir

Post

111.

Cards.

..'i.ilfinroi..reil
for a5o. Conby Island
Poatnl Card Co., Conoy Island, N. Y.

j

DEFIANCE STJ

CURES WflERE

t
.

1X1

tor Kturrhini;
Illicit lliicn.

All ELSE FAILS.

lotiuh hyrup. Ttt'u Oooil.
in umo. aom ;,) anit,'i:lnu.
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" When,

you

help her fly to tho arms of her loveT
I felt like
a man
Well. I guess yes!
who lived when knighthood was In
flower and two minutes after I had
read the note I had called softly
I

Go

to Sleep at Night"

When you ro to alocp at night
In the dim nnd sllvnt room
Where tho lilacs' faint perfume
.Steals upon the nlr us Unlit
An the star-duthrough the Klooni-- Mo your dreams as soft and lululit
When you ro to sleep at nb;ht.
In the tired wonder-eye- s
Sleep has crept and kissed them down,
beyond the skephiR town
In the elouds the white moon dies
Fading thrnuRh the stan
Sllenlly when quiet lies
On the tired wonder-eyeWhen you ro to sleep at night
ThoiiKh the world be wholly Riny
.May your journeys ever wtrav
To the shores of
World and wenrlnnss away.
Sin and sorrow shut from sight
When you ro to sleep at night.
Sydney Kennedy in Jlrooklvn Times

1

f

enn.

s.

y
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dream-deligh-

(Copyright,

t',

Story Pub. Co.
that day during tho round of my
r
arduous duties of
the
name seemed to be hovering in the
air around me. Once when I had Intended to call "Cash!" I called "Araminta!" Instead and then I got tho
horse laugh for making a donkey of

1005, by Dally

It was the silliest dream so silly
that I told It with gusto to tho folks
in the morning. I don't know what
in the world ever made me dream it.
They say that you always dream
about that which occupies your
thoughts. But I never believed it, for
I had tried often to dream about getting money, but I never oven borrowed any from one of those friends
that are "of tho stuff dreams are
made of."
To tell tho truth. I had thought a
great deal about tho new girl next
doorthe girl In tho big picture hat,
who looked so lonely and forsaken as
she walked around tho big place all
by. herself.
Somehow she looked like
a prisoner behind the big fence that
shut the house in off Iho street and
I could only see her from my robin on
the second floor.
But I didn't know what her name
was and I never dreamed, when I
dreamed this ridiculous dream, that
she was tho girl named Aramintu,
who came to mc as I lay asleep or
rather, camo to my window and held
out her hands to mc as If in entreaty
through
the
and whispered, right
glass of tho window: "Araminta!
Come to Araminta!"
She didn't whisper where she wanted mo to come to; neither did sho
look at all liko the girl next door.
But somehow the name took possession of me. It. sounded so romantic,
like that of some fair lady in wimple
and crinolines from out the pages of

All

floor-walke-

myself.
It was the same going home In the
cars. I don't know whether they had
kept, up that rigamarole all day long
or not, or whether they just began
again when I got on. At any rate,
they kept repeating "Araminta! Araminta!" all tho way home. They
probably kept on repeating It after I
left them, for they were saying something.
When I got to my room I looked out
Into the yard of the establishment
next door, but could see nothing of
the sad young lady. I started to pull
down tho curtain, when some small
hard object rattled against the window pane. I poked my head out to
see If some mischievous boys wc:e
throwing rocks at the house, when
heard a subdued call which seemed to
como from next door.
Yes, there was the sad young lady,
In a room on the Second floor. I had
not noticed that the window was
barred before, but It had probably escaped my attention. Tho young lady
seemed trying to attract my notico
and finally, in a suppressed, sort of
graveyard, voice she spoke my name.
"Mr. Wilson!" she called softly.
"Please catch this note and read It
carefully.
ant afraid to let my father know about It. Please read it
very carefully and help me. I know
you will not refuse."
The next moment a small stone was
tossed Into the room. Around it was
a piece of paper and Inside .the paper
was a note. I opened it and read with
amazement:
"D.ear Mr. Wilson." it ran, "I have
tried to summon you to me in my disam a prisoner in
tress many times.
this house, where I am kept by my
father, who is trying to keep me
from the man I love. Ho has given It
out that I am Insane, but I am not,
though this torture will drive me mad.
There Is no one in all tho world whom
I can get to help mo If you refuse.
You are good and kind, I know, and
you will, not turn a deaf ear to a woman In unhapplness. Will you bring a
; t
10
o'clock nnd
ladder
climb up to my window? Bring nlso
a tile and any other Instruments that
will be needed to release mo from this
I
prison. Onco out of this coll, I can After half an hour's hard work
removed the prison bars,
take tho 31 o'clock train and be with
the man I lovo in an hour. Do this pealed It to the Mulligan girl during
for mo nnd I will bless you all tho rest a servants' gossip.
Somehow "Araminta" didn't sound
of my life. Araminta Montmorency."
nearly so sweet after that and tho
,
Araminta! Good heavens! Was
chug-chuof the car wheels seemed
still dreaming?
to say, on the way to the office:
Would I holp a fair lady iu distress,
"Sho fooled you! Sho fooled you!
Well, just watch me. I challenged the
wholo world under my breath, and es- Sho fooled you!"
But say, "Araminta" sounded awfulpecially any old ogre of a father who
the way the girl lu the dream
shut his daughter up in a ririson coi! ly
and made out sho was crazy. Would said It!
1

1

1

A

small stone was tossed into the

room.
a beautiful book all about tho ancient
knights, who rescued damsels In distress and all that F.ort of thing, you
know.
In tho train that morning going to
the offlco my thoughts ran on that
languishing name. Tho rumble of the
cars seemed to be saying: "Araminta! Araminta!" You know how car
wheels seem to talk sometimes; or
at JeAst liow cars. ;atn to talk when
tUoy have wheels.

through tho window:
"I'll bo on hand. Be of good cheer,
for
will not fall you!"
I thought I heard her give a sob of
gratitude as sho closed her own window and then I began to mako my
preparations.
No one in the house
should
witness this knightly deed.
My strong arm and mine alone should
rescue this fair damsel from her
plight. If I had been tho one
who was to elope with her, 1 could not
have taken a livelier interest In the
proceedings. That made me feel oil
tho more heroic. What an unselftoh
chap I was, anyway, to help another
fellow get such a charming bride!
At tho appointed hour I was on tho
ground with a ladder that reached to
her window. A stout file and somo
vinegar, together with a short crowbar, were the Implements with which,
after half an hour's hard work I removed the prison bars and then Araminta slid gracefully down the ladder
Sho carried a rather bulky bundle In
her hands, which she said contained
her clothes. Not a sound had been
heard in tho house and the escape
was so prosaic that It was robbed of
half Its romance.
But 3he was safe out of the clutches
of the ogre, at any rate, and at the
corner of the street which led to the
station sho pressed my hand In gratitude and left me as the train tooted
In the distance.
I wont back to my room thrilling
with tho delicious excitement of tho
occurrence. The next morning I was
aroused by a terrible hullabaloo next
door and I chuckled to myself.
"Tho old ogre has found that his
prisoner Is missing," I grinned to myself. Then I heard the sound of the
old man's voice in n violent altercation with my landlord.
"I tell you," he shouted, "somebody
from this house has assisted In this
daring robbery! All my silverware
stolen by this thieving maid of mine
I watched her pretty
and her pal!
closely, for sho was a new girl, but
somebody from your house has helped
her get away with the plunder. I'll
have the law oh him. If I find out
who he is. that's what I'll do!"
The old man stormed around like
a wild man, but for reasons of my
own I said nothing of my part in the
transaction. I soon convinced myself
that the old fellow spoke the truth
and that Araminta, whoso real name
was Mulligan, instead of Montmorency, had merely played upon my credulity. I suppose Susan, who had overheard my story of my dream had re- -

FAMOUS

"LUCK" OF

EDENH ALL.

Elfin Goblet Carefully

Preserved by
English Family.
of all the "Lucks'
The
of English families, tho famous "Luck"
of Edenhall, a beautiful cup of clear
glass with the slightest tinge of amber
in it, with an exquisite ornamentation
in an arabesque pattern worked In
gold and In red, blue and green enamel.
It is an heirloom in the family of the
Musgraves of Edenhall. Cumberland, a
very ancient family, whose ancestor- came over from Normandy with the
Conqueror, nnd whose long line hat
never been wanting in heirs male, but
has continued unbroken from that time
best-know- n

Famous Luck of Edenhall.
down to our own day. When and how
they obtained the famous glass cup Is
not known. While history has observed
complete silence on the subject, legend
has been correspondingly eloquent
about It. Everyone has heard the
couplet :
Should tho cup e'er break of fall,
Farewell the luck of h'denhall;
and of the origin of the cup more than
one version has been given.
The one which is most generally ac-

cepted, and which has been handed
down from one generation to another,
time out of mind, is to the effect that
once, long ago, In the dim past, a serving-man
of the Musgraves a butler
some say went one night, as usual, to
draw water from St. Cuthbort's well,
which Is close to tho house.
When
near tho well he suddenly came upon
a very merry company of fairies, who
were holding high revelry, and who
wore so engrossed In their frolic that
they did not become aware of his approach until he was almost upon them
when they dispersed iu a panic, running helter-skelte- r
in great confusion
and leaving behind them 'n their haste
a goblet, which the serving-macaught up and made off with. He was
pursued by tho wholo company, who
soon discovered their loss, and who
were almost beside themselves with
rage. He sped along in headlong flight
and they tore after him, but were unable to catch him, for, breathless and
panting, he reached the precincts
of the hall just as the foremost
among them camo up with him. The
"little people" were furious, and the
Elfin queen, in the frenzy of her passion, pronounced the famous curse, it
reached the ears of the serving-man- ,
who, carrying his treasure in triumph
to his master, told him his tale. The
cup was immediately delivered into
very safekeeping and has been guarded with almost religious zeal by the
family v.ver since. Tints runs the
legend.
The ( up is of .the highest antiquarian
interest and Is considered to bo one
of the finest examples of ancient glass
In existence, while tho case in which
It Is always kept is an exceedingly
beautiful specimen of medieval art.
n

Nervy Thieves in Connecticut.
A daring robbery is reported at
Conn., where thieves entered
tho premises of Clark Weed during
tho absence of the family and killed
tm ox. Tho animal was butchered at
Tor-riuato-

tho farm and tho beef and hide
away by the marauders.

car-rlo-

1

!

Made Meal for Washerwoman.
A Springfield, Mass., woman, while
washing found a live eel In the tub,
enmo
Soon two moro
through lh
water pipe. Sho fried the eels tmi

aU them.

.

AA.

A .

-
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Certificate of Apportionment
School Fund.

Professional Cards.

of

Mii.nok Knni'i.i'U, Superintendent of
Schools for t lies County of nay, Territory
of New Mexico, do hereby certify that I
have duly apportioned the school funds of
said county on this yth day of November,
A. P. ioo.
The amount of money subject to such
apportionment is One Hundred and Eighty
Mnllnrs, (StHo.oo.)

C. MECWKM,

1

1'lie total number of persons of school
is S.ia; Hiu rate per scholar is $o.aif
K
which amount is apportioned to the several
cliool disii ic.l as below;

S

M
(

Mo.

Iiisi.

District Attorn hv,
Tucumcari,

(

C.

Attorn
Tucumcari,

Olliri!

13.20
25.95
10.82

0.

K. MEATfMARKET.
STREET & JONES.

Fresh

aid Salt Meats, Pigs Feet,

iMAIN STREET.

0

1

1

MATTESON,

15

80.00

-

New Mexico.

-

Attornev at Law.
do a general Civil ami Criminal practice. Give promt personal attention to all
'
business.
I

Alamogordo,

-

-

New Mexico.

H. KOCH,--

m
Funeral Director and Embalmer.

M

Notice of Suit.

.

In the District Court, Sixth Judicial Dis
Complete Slock
Good.
trict, Territory of New Mexico, in and for Preparing bodies for shipment
a specially.
the County of Quay.
Orders taken for Monuments, Etc.
The M. 13. Goldenberg Co.,
vs.
W. H. Sanborn.
The said defendant, W. H. Sanborn, is
hereby notified that a suit by attachment
N. V. GALLEGOS,
has been commenced against him in the
U. S. Court Com.
District Court for the County of Quay, territory of New Mexico, by said plaintiff, the
M. 13. Goldenberg Company, for go o d s,
Land Filings, Final Proofs, Contests,
wares and merchandise, sold and delivered and all land matters attended to.
to said defendant by said plaintiff to t h c
No charge for final proof applications. .
and
amount of One Hundred Ninety-seveOkkich at Coukt Housii.
thirty one hundredth Dollars. That unless
you enter your appearance on or before
the 30th pay of December, A. D. 1905,
C.
judgment by default will be
against yon.
Ciiarlrs P. Downs,
Clerk.
,

Tripe, Lard, Bologna.,
Butter and Eggs.
Fish and Oysters in Season.

)

"--

53
832

&

E. WHARTON,

J

Total

New Mexico.

-

Kirnl National Mank

nvi--

Tucumcari.

I.I..JO

'50

Law,

Attornhvs at Law.

Amount

Ai

at

uv

-

jATTlSON

'o. School Supt,

tj'l

Now Muxico.

-

DAVIDSON,

UlllMH.IMI,

Scholai-- i

-

LAND OFFICE.

Poultry.

PHONE 34.

n

1

GROSS, KELLY

& CO.

rendered

Fred Walther, the merchant and postmaster at Puerto, was in town, Thursday,

Ladies' Fascinators ask to sec them you will
find that they arc just what you will want
this winter and that they are 20 per cent,
cheaper than you will find them elsewhere,

Shirtsj When you have once tried on one of
our "Merit" shirts you will never have an.
other kind, they have a fit and individuality
about them that belongs expressively to the
"Merit shirts,
X
X
X

FANCY
Ceo.

OTCOCTCRTlSfi
Mc(ar$ar Prop.

for supplies. He visited this office for an
hour or two, and fold us about the pioneer
days of Puerto, of which he was the found;
er. He settled out there in 1900 and established a store the same year. Mis nearest
ncighbot was five miles away, and they
looked upon him as a "nestor," who was
spoiling so much good range and doing the
country no good. He built a picket house
to shelter his family and went to rail road
for merchandise, even before he built a
store, when he returned he
the
goods from his wagon, and was soon on
He carried
the road after more goods.
the first mail after he had established an
office at Puerto on a lumber wagon twice
a week. He planted the first corn in 1905
and raised two tons to the acre. Tho peo
ple laughed at his attempt to farm but the
next year fell in lino and have grown good
forage crops ever since. The country has
rapidly settled and Mr. Walther's has
grown from a few hundred dollars worth
of stock into the thousands and the country
is generally prosperous.

Tobacco, Cigars,
Soft Drinks, Fruits,
Books, Magazines, Notions,
Etc.
Tucumcari.

2

Baptist Church.
Preaching every other Sunday. Services
beginning at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday at 10 a. m.
Prayer meeting eve r y hursday night.
Business meeting at 7:30 p. m.( Thursday before tho second Sunday in the
month.
Milton Rbkcb, Pastor

-

N. M.

New Millinery.
Our Hats are (he Newest

f

sold

GROSS KELLY & COMPANY.

FRUITS, CONFECTIONERIES, CIGARS AND
TOBACCOS.
BOOKS, HAGAZINES, DAILY
PAPERS, NOTIONS, ETC.
a; X X X

Davidson,

Founder of Puerto.

X X

Top Notch Store

C.

Attorney for Plaintiff.

We have just received a very neat and attract
tivc line of Ladies' Coats in full and three
quarter lengths exceptionally good values at
S5.50, S8.00, S10.00 and S12.00.

if

CAMPBELL,

CONFECTIONERY.

POPULAR. STORE NEWS.

Ciias.

J

S.

Styles.
See Vs for Fashionable
Millinery.

I

J.

MISS EMMA JAHNS.

A. STREET,
Sole

Aent

for

DAWSOF COAL
See W. M, Troup, the Drayman.

R

UI3I3ER STAMPS and seals, manufactured by Ellis Bros., El Paso.
Leave orders at this office.

EL PASO R.OVTE
rcxas and Pacific Railway
rHEte.

9

Articles of Incorporation.

our said corporation shall bo
d e r the
control of a Board of Directors who shall
Territory of Now Mexico.
e Seven (7) in number, and shall have
J
Office of thu Secretary.
s
power to make
for the conduct of
Certificate of Comparison.
our said corporation's business affair!.
I J
W. Kaynolds, Secretary of the TerVIII. - The following persons shall act
ritory of New Mexico, do hereby certify
as Directors of this corporation for the first
office
that there was filed for record in this
three months of its existence:
John IS.
at Nino o'clock A. M., on the Sixth day of
Whitmorc, Charles II. Rankin, Herbert
I
IncorA.
Articles
of
J. 1905,
November
I. Hargis, Alex. D. Goldenberg, George
poration of the
Campbell, John C. Jones and W. Clarence
Tucumcari Masonic Building Company,
Kluttz.
(No. 4144);
In Witness Whereof, we have this- day
and also, that I haye compared the followset our hands and Seals hereunto, on this
i
i
ing copy of the same, with the o r g n a
the 30th day of October 1905 at Tucumcari,
thereof now on file, and declare it to be a
correct transcript therefrom and of i h d'
(Signed)
Ciiahlus II. Rankin, (Seal.)
wtioW'lhereot.
Jacoii Wkrthuim, (Seal.)
Given under my h a n d and the Great
D. Goi.dunhi! kg, (Seal.)
Alkx.
at
Mexico,
Seal of the Territory of New
John C. onks, (Seal.-- )
the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
W. Clauuncb Kluttz, (Seal.)
Sixth day of November A. L). 1905.
John k. Whitmokk, (Sea!.)
LSeall
J. V. Raynolds,
C. Mkchkm, (Seal.)
Mhrritt
Secretary of New Mexico.
W. 13. Jakbkll, (Seal.)
Certificate of Incorporation of the
Ikhiiukt II. Hargis, (Seal.)
COMPANY.
TtJCUMCAIt I MASONIC I1UILDING
Wm. Troui, (Seal.)
Know All Men P.y These Presents: That
Charlus L. Bennur, (Seal.)
we, John W. Whitmorc, Charles II. RanGko. Camiuiull, (Seal,)
kin, Herbert II. Margin, Alex. D. Golden-berWalter W. Hart, (Seal.)
Frank II. Weir, (Seal.)
John C. Jones, George Campbell,
Charles L. Benner, Frank II. Weir, Wm.
Thos. A. Wavnk, (Seal.)
Troup, Thomas A. Wayne, W. Clarence
Territory of New Mexico. ) .
Klutlz, Walter W. Hart, Wm. B. Jarrell, County of Quay.
Jacob Wertheim, Merritt C, Medium, res
On this 30th day of October 1905, before
idents of the county of Quay, Territory of me
personally appeared, John IS. Whit-morNew MexLo, have associated ourselves to
Charles H. Kankin, Herbert 15.
gethor as a corporation under the name Hargis,
Alex. D. Goldenberg, John C.
and style of the
Jones, Geo. Campbell, Charles L. Benner,
COMPANY
TUCUMCARI MASONIC lUHLDING
Frank H. Weir, Wn, Troup, Thos. A.
for tho purposeof becoming a body corporate Wayne, W. Clarence Kluttz, Walter W.
and politic under and by virtue of the laws of Hart, Wm. 13. Jarrell, Jacob Wertheim,
the Territory of New Mexico.andin accord Merritt C. Mechem, to me well known to
ance with the laws 01 Ihe said Territory of be the persons described in and who exe
NewMexico.wedohereby make.execute and cuted the foregoing instrument, and ac
acknowledge in this certificate our inten- knowledged that they executed the same
tion to become a body corporate and pol as their free act and deed.
itic under the' provisons of said law.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set
I. The corporate name and style of our my hand and affixed my official seal on the
said corporation shall be the "Tucumcnri day and year in this certificate first above
written.
Masonic Building Company."
office
said
our
of
principal
the
W. F. Buchanan,
Sbal
II. That
Notary Public, County of Quay, N. M.
corporation shall be kept and maintained
in the town of Tucumcnri, County of Quay,
Indorsed:
Territory of New Mexico; that Alex. D.
No. 41. 14. Cor. Kecd. Vol. 5 I 'age 349.
Goldenberg is hereby designated as agent
Certificate of Incorporation of the Tucum
who shall be in charge of said office.
cari Masonic Building Company.
III. The objects for which our corpor
Filed in Office of Secretary of New Mex
alion is formed and incorporated are for the ico, Nov. 6,
1905, 9 A. M.
erecting
purpose of buying real estate and
J. W. Kaynolds,
a building thereon for the use and occu
Secretary.
&
A.
F.
pancy of Tucumcnri Lodge No. 27
Compared O. to W.
A. M. and to hold such real estate until
such time as said lodgemay beablotopay for Territory of New Mexico. ss
j
same, and to do all things necessary a n d County of Quay.
I hereby certify that this instrument was
requisite to accomplish said object.
IV. The total amount of capital slock filed for record on the 10th day of November, A. D. 1905 at 3 o'clock p. m., and was
of our said corporation shall be
Thousand Dollars (53,000.00) divided into duly recorded in Book 3 of W. D. Records,
on this 10th day of November,
One Hundred and Twenty Shares (120) of page 429-3Dollars ($25.- - A. D. 1905.
the par value of Twenty-fiv- e
00) each; the amount of capital stock with
Witness my hand and seal of office,
which our said corporation shall commence
J. V. Gali.kgos,
Recorder,
business, shall be Two Thousand Dollars
I'robate Clerk it
By J. E. Matteson, Deputy.
V. The names and postoffice addresses
of the incorporators of our said corpor
Slock Movements.
ation and the number of shares subscribed
by each of said incorporators is as follows
Eighteen cars of cattle went through
here from some point south, last Saturday
No. Shares
cars yearlings and 7 cars two's and
Subscribed
Postoffice:
Names:
threes they were Kansas feeders.
11
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The Night Express leaves El Paso daily at 6:50 p. m.
Mountain Time, solid vestibuled train through to
New Orleans, Shreveport and St. Louis, without
change. Carries through sleepers Los Angeles to St.
Louis, Shreveport, New Orleans and intermediate
points. Direct connections made for all points North,
East and Southeast. Ask your local agent for schedules, rates and other information, or address

R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern assenger Agent,
EL PASO, TEXAS.
L. G. LEONARD,
Traveling

Passenger

E. P. TURNER.

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,

Agent,

DALLAS. TEXAS.

EL PASO. TEXAS.
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John E. Whitmore, Tucumcari, N, M,
Charles H. Rankin,
Herbert H. Harpjs,
"
Alex. D. ColdcnbcrR,
"
John C. Jones,
"
Geo. Campbell.
"
Charles L. Benner,
"
Frank H. Weir,
"
Wm. Troup,
"
Thos. A. Wayne,
"
W. Clarence Klutli,
Waller W. Hart.
William B. Jarrell,
"
Jacob Wertheim
Merrill C. Mcchem,

8

Shares

fi

8
16
1

16
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The H. O. W. Cattle Company, of Nara
Visa, shipped 1,500 head of cattle yesterday from these stock pens. They went to
Robertson, Adams Company, Mead, Kansas, as feeders,

Tho Red River Cattle Company, tho
Bell Ranch people, shipped between 3,000
and 4,000 head of cattle, old cows and
steers, from Tucumcari and Logan this
week. This Company is under the able
8
management of C. M. O'Donel, and was
awarded a blue ribbon on cattle at the
VI. The period of the duration of our Chicago Live Stock show. Their pattlc
said corporation shall be Fifty (50) Years are very much in demand on account of,
VII. The affairs and management of their excellent quality,
1
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A

A
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norhaps 12 to 8 Inches, and that below
t Inches tho weakened polo falls, tho
s
course to bo pursued Is obvious.
prevent, for tho time of their
c f'ectlveness, the starting of decay,
and thus permit nt tho outset tho selection of an
diameter rather
than a
The I Inches saved
represent a tremendous difference In
the size and age of trees used for
poles.
Both tho companies and the
owners of forests will be great gainers
by this economy, with Us shortening
of the length of time necessary to

Denver Directory
A $40 Saddle for

Antl-snntlc-

Fungus Attacks on Telegraph Poles.
The length of service, of a telegraph
or telephone polo Is determined In ft
section of the pole not more than a
foot or a foot and a halt' long. In a
standing pole this section extends
about six or eight inches above and
below the top of the ground.
This
is tho universal point of attack dpon
Hie life of tho pole, and Is called Its
breaking point. Decay is tho archenemy of these poles. It sets in at the
ground lino and reaches both up and
down the pole, but only so far as the
conditions exist which promote the
growth of
fungi. A
few Inches below tho ground there lb
lack of the necessary oxygen and heat,
whilo at about the samo distance
above ground the requisite moisture
tails. Tho exact time at which decay
begins its work depends upon the climate, tho character of the soil and
similar conditions. In a hot, moist
climate it ordinarily sets in with
great rapidity. But at best, in a very
few years after the pole is set the
struggle has commenced. The decay
soon girdles the pole and gradually
eats Into It deeper and deeper until It
is so weakened that it breaks under
the weight of Its equipment.
The strain upon tho pole from wind
pressure and the weight of its cross-arm- s
and wires is calculated for the
ground line. When the diameter of
this ground line Is constantly decreased, the strength of the pole Is
proportionately
reduced, and It becomes only a question of time when
the pole must fall. Chestnut and white
cedar have been found, among avail
able woods, most successfully to resist
decay; but the life of the former is
only from twelve to fifteen years, and
of the latter ten to twelve years. The
study of the bureau is for
the purpose of extending, If possible,
this time.
The experiments already made by
the United States Forestry Bureau
show conclusively that poles can be
subjected to a preservative treatment
which insures materially lengthened
service. This treatment consists In Impregnating the wood with antiseptics
which pro vent the growth of the fungi
that cause decay. The treatment or
telegraph and telephone poles, when
attempted at all In this country, generally has been applied to tho whole
pole, requiring the use of
cylt
inders 300 feet long or more. In these
tho poles are subjected to live steam
for some time, when a vacuum is created. Creosote )m then run in and
pressure applied to force ir. into the
wood. Manifestly this is a laborious
process. Yer for telegraph and telephone poles only about one foot of the
entire length needs to be made Immune from fungus. If this foot at the
fatal ground line can be preserved
from decay, the rest, of the polo will
take care of itself. Experiments will
now be made in treating the butts
of the poles for a distance of about
eight feet, thus carrying the antiseptics just beyond the zone of decay
attack. The creosote method will be
used and dead oil of coal tar forced
through the butt of the pole.
The telegraph companies have made
little use of preservative treatment.
They employ millions of poles on their
various lines, and It would be a tremendous economy to add even a few
years of service to the life of each
poln. But there will be another largo
saving both to them and to the forest
through preservative treatment.
To
provide a good margin against decay,
poles are now much larger than demanded by tho strain upon them. It
Is expected that decay will quickly eat
away a furrow around the pole at the
ground line, and the diameter of the
pole at that point Is gauged to allow
for this weakening process. When U
Is known that decay, In a certain num-?aof years, cuts the diameter from
g

air-tigh-

r

grow a pole.

Corn Seed Not Everything.
It Is a pleasure when traveling
through the country at. this time of
the year to see the tall corn shocks
thickly covering tho wide areas of
fertile land. Not many years since
corn shocks were most found In tho
eastern districts and In those districts
where dairying Is made a specialty.
Now one sees corn shocks everywhere,
even towards the far west, where cattlemen begin to understand that there
is much more nutriment in cut corn
fodder than in tho weathered corn
stalks of the standing husked-ou- t
crop. There was a time when straw
piles were burned to get rid of them,
when manure piles suffered In the
same "way, when corn stalks were little thought of. These things are less
common now, and year by year appreciation of corn forage is increas-

i
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Largest Saw Manufacturer! In the World.
Factory and Executive Office. Indianapolu, Indiana.
Mlnnuamilln.
MitA.S'CllKft
New York, rnlt-uirn- .
1'ortlntxt, (Orvirom, Scuttle, Rnn l'ralidsco,
MoiuplilH, Atluntn mid Toronto, iCunudn).
1
I Accept no Substitute lotiit on the Atkint Brand

$25 c.o.D.
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BACK OF 'ME ATKINS SAW
Two centuries of patient ami
conscientious effort to products tho
ix.u puivM in mo worm,
Ten uenorntlonsof hlood mill bruin.
Tlits lurucst pi. int In tins worltf exclusively
devoted to
einnlo.vlni; many
hundreds of hlgh-Hnscraftsmen
nml eqniniM'd with costly hpccIiiI tnnolilnery.
A worfu-whihusincas nnnri'unilny tunny
millions of dollars every year.
A reputation Iniilt up through two centuries
of sternly growth, valued more highly than
ftiiv other nssct of this urent institution.
The. guaranty of this Company, which is
respected tho world over.
vo make nil types anil bIzcs of saws, hut
only otm grade tho best.
Atkins Saws, Corn Knives, Perfection Vloor
Scrapers, etc., arc sold by fill good hardware
dealers. Catalogue on request.
E. C. ATI1INS (EL CO.. Inc.
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Tho Fred Mueller
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Coloruilo

Tllli C. XV. VAUl COUNICK WORKS CO.
Metal hlcyllKhts, stumped meal ceilings, ptp-lnand slnte. tile and metal roofs, eto
FAMOUS J,
Ask your
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H, WILSON STOCK SADDLES
ftlor for thein. Take no other.

supplies.
Dl APtCUITlIQ' nnd wnKonmnkers
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lliirdwnro .V iron Co.. Irttli .t; Wnree. Denver.
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I'ullen. 1331 r.nwrenee. Denver, l'hone 72S.
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American plan.

AMERICAN HOUSE
brst I'Jperdny

hotel In lho.Vet.

BROWN PALACE HOTELn.0
Kurnpenn plnn. 81.60 nnd upward.

Oxford Hotel
block

Deliver. One.
rep roof.

from

Depot.

Union

V. If. MOK8K. Mgr.
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Under the circumstances It should
hnt exclusive attention
bo apparent
to the improvement of the grain of
tho corn plant is wrong. It is quite
true that corn seed needs improve
ment everywhere- and that the
done by Prof. Holden and other
scientists is admirable and utilitarian
It is Important to increase protein lii
corn, as is being attempted by Prof.
It will be wise
Hopkins In Illinois.
to continue expert judging of corn
at the agricultural colleges and b
every possible means to educate our
young men to a true scientific and
practical knowledge of corn and othei
seeds. But equal attention should be
paid to other parts of the plant, apart
from the ears.
It is of importance that corn stalks
should grow more than one good ear
and that the ears should bo at a
proper distance from the ground; also
that tho leaves shall be large and
corn stalks,
numerous. Thirty-foo- t
with ears ten feet from the ground are
no improvement. Tall, spindly plants,
with small, ribbonlike leaves and one
large ear too far from the ground are
not an improvement. The best corn
plant must be a dual purpose one.
combining fine cars of tho best seeds
on small cobs and withal a great
abundance of large, wide leaves which
will insure- a bountiful fodder crop
Let us not lose sight of these things
in seeking to improve corn seed.
J.ot
us endeavor to improve the entire
plant, for every purpose to which It
can be put and in so doing there vlH
result the greatest benefit to farmers
-
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Pillsbury's Vitos

The Colorado Saddlery Co,

best and most economical breakfast food you
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"And do you think
tho wotccva
would bollcve "
"On tho oath of a dying man? I
think so. Don't you?"
Sho nodded.
"I think she would
like to, at any rate."
'T gave Evans my solemn promise."
"Why did ho wait so long to set

(Copyright. 1905. by Dnit .Story Pub. Co.)
Russell luifi mado no mistake. There shield him from it, and that I must
was but ono jewel like Unit In the move Heaven and earth to locate him
whole world, lie had made sure of and make matters right between him
that before he bought It for his wife
and his wife, who, it appears, left him
ten years before. Curious it was; a because of this thing."
solid diamond heart, Hanked by a
Russell shifted his gaze transiently
score of tiny ruby ones, hold in place to his wife's face. From pale, It had
by the finest thread of gold that was grown all at once bloodless, and sho
quite Invisible at the distance of a was leaning forward with parted lips
few feet.
and wide, tense eyes. A remark from
she was wearing It in a her dinner partner recalled her to hernew place as a sole ornament to the self, and sent tho crimson to notgleaming pile of corn-golhair that, ebooks. She made some hurried realone, might havo made Nannie Rus- sponse, laughing In a
sell beauty-famouBut besides this, lUtiTj way to conceal her agitation.
t
there were eyes of a matchless amber-gray- , Then she looked back m
a richly pale, perfect skin, and tf.tgaln; he had slopped talking, and
fine, scarlet Hps that wero gravely Russell almost jumped at the sound
of his wife's (dear, controlled tones.
sweet.
"Do tell us all about it, Mr. Hurl-but,Russell gradually let his eyes away
she was saying, "a romance like
from the jewel to u furtive contemplation of his wife's familiar features. that is too rare not to be interesting."
"There Isn't really much more to
No; seven years had made slow progress In ageing a woman of this inde- tell." he answered, smiling, "that's
structible type. If anything, she had where tho trouble comes In. Evans
grown moro splendid In her thirties was always more or less gloomy, althan she had ever been in the old girl- most melancholy except at times';
then ho was unpleasantly hilarious.
hood days of their first love.
She was conversing spiritedly with One day. he got confidential and told
an ambassador, and Russell thanked me all about his trouble, but withholdHeaven that ho had been allotted a ing the names of the parties. A
seat at the other end of the table. She month later, he was stricken with a
would hardly bestow moro than a fever, and they sent for me at his recasual glance In that direction, and ho quest. In some way, ho mado it
rolled upon his short beard and eye- known to me that I must look up
glasses to protect htm from recogni- these people and make things right,
now thai he was going. Hut ho was
tion.
The dinner progressed tiresomely, too far gone to talk distinctly, and I
never could get at the names. The
and the running fire of small talk Russell found himself obliged to keep up story. In brief, however, Is this:
"He was staying with some friends
with the lady on his right, was about
the hardest work the young broker in town two weeks prior to his wedding. A young lady was there, at :ho
had ever dono In his life.
Presently there was a lull, and he house, and Evans man-lik- e
found
became conscious that all eyes wero himself making love to her In splto of
turned upon the man who sat directly himself. One night, he kissed her in
In some way, It has
the
opposite to him.
"Yes," Ilurlbut was saying, "it never been discovered how, the fact
seems I am here on a very absurd came to the ears of his fiancee. Sho
To-nig-

d

Hm-Uin-

j

"

matters straight?"
"He never knew of tho estrangement till a year ago. Ho went to
you see."
After that, there was a silence, and
soon tho hum of general conversation
was resumed.
Half an hour later, on emerging
from tho smoking room, Russell found
himself being presented to his wire.
At the sound of his name, she looked up, startled, and tho color faded
swiftly from her face and lips.
"Francis!" The name came Involuntarily, in a sharp whisper.
Tho hostess, who introduced them,
had disappeared, and Russell drew his
wife's arm within his and led her out
Into the cool, shadowy moonlight.
"Nannie," he said, suddenly getting
both her hands in his, "Jo you think
that Hint woman would still Miko to
believe' that her husband had told her
tho truth,"
She met his gaze for an Instant,
Impassioned,
pleading, compelling,
and her eyes went down.
"I am afraid she has never ceased
to believe, dear, since it was too
late."
He stooped and took her In his
arms, but for only a moment. Somo
one was coming, and they moved off
down the veranda. At the end of it
they came faco to face witli Ilurlbut.
Russell held out his hand.
"First chance I've had to speak to
you, old man. I was very much Interested In that, little story of yourj tonight. Meet mo at the club
at one, and I may be able to glvfl you
in-di-

X.
i

I

She had grown more splendid in her

thirties.
the 'preUL-a- t wife in New York,' and
spent his v:ork hours on Wall street."
Russell started. Luckily no one
was looking at him, and tho ridiculous
rod that poured over his face went
unnotlcetf. After all, how many thousand per.plo there were to whom this
description might apply as well as to
htmself! Ho sincerely hoped he was
irot growing egotistic.
"The man was dying, you see It
wa out In India and all I could get
out of him was that this friend of his
had brought a loi of trouble and rscsni-Indisgrace upon hlmaeJt la trying to

wrote an immediate letter, dissolving
their relationship. Evans replied, asseverating his innocence. He could
not do otherwise. But the girl refused
to buwgo. Ho confided in his friend,
who, like a brave Don Quixote, took
the affair into his own hands and
went, to see tho girl, and, in order to
prove to her that Evuns was Innocent,
himself took the blame of tho whole
thing, and swore that he it was who
kissed the young lady In the rose garden. tnd in turn, the young lady who
was kissed, betrayed the man to his
wife, and the wife took French leave."
"But did tho girl the one who waa
kissed did she uphold tho husband In
his deception, to protect the other
girl's llanc.ee?"
".lust exactly."
"Then
should have thought that
the husband would have explained
everything to his wife!"
wero
to 'pleadings
"He
tried
vain.' "
'i don't r much blame her, do you?"
hardly know."
"Well
"A man's
Were thero any
children?"
"I don't think so."
"That was lucky. So many women
have to end;: re a continual flagellation
of their souls If there are children."
"But tho man think of him! Ho
loved his w:'o; he must have suffered
terribly wlim she turned on him."
"If he Ked her so much, why did
ho plnce her in such a position?"
"He tl .night ho could explain;
thought. Wat sho would trust and beAnd ho loved his friend,
lieve h!n
and coul'ln't bear to seo his life
wrecked all on account of a little nonsense. "
Mrs. Russell laughed then, tho tension had to give way somewhere, nnd
wh-jshe looked up again, her eves
wore calm, with a new light in thoim
"Quito a little drama," she remarked,
"and so it has fallen to your lot to
a climax?"
"In a way, It has."
c

TO

MAKE

THINGS RIGHT.

Little Girl Knew Slihplo Way Out of
Difficulty.

Tho Hotel Belleclalro housen one of
those rare anomalies a woman who
does things contrary to tho advice of
her husband. Ono of tho things to
which that unreasonable man objects
is tho occasional "touching up" of his
Notwithstanding
Ills
wife's hair.
forcibly expressed opinion on the sub
ject, the rejuvenating process was
undergone one day last week at tho
hands of a professional hairdresser.
Bessie, the
daughter, waa
an Interested observer of the opera
tion.
"Now, Bessie," said her mother,
when the hairdresser had gone, "I
don't want you to say anything to your
father about mamma having had her
hair dressed. Do you understand
If
you don't tell him perhaps ho won't
notice it."
Of course Bessie promised to maintain a discreet silence, which sho did
up to 0 o'clock, when, meeting her
father at the corner, tho secret was
promptly sacrificed on tho altar of
filial affection. The man was mad and
lost no time in saying so. After ho
got through talking Bessie was Interview by her other parent.
"Bessie," said her mother, sternly,
'what made you toll? I told you not
to."
"Oh, that's all right," said Bessie.
"Don't worry. I can easily lie it back
again." New York Times.
d

Saw Possible Victory.
"Miss May Sutton," said a tennis
player, "never gets actually exclteu
In a game, but bad playing by a partner will often arouse a sarcastic
humor In her.
"I don't protend to play well and
when I found myself one day In Cincinnati paired with the young champion in mixed doubled I expected to
do little and I didn't disappoint

ray-sel- f.

"To tell tho truth, I played pretty
badly. But Miss Sutton did unusually
well and politeness obliged mo to
shower a continuous stream of compliments on her. At a critical point
she saved a game with a remarkable
back-hanstroke and I shouted:
Beautiful! Well played,
"'Bravo!
Indeed!"
Miss Sutton smiled grimly.
"'That's right,' siic said; 'you Applaud and let me attend to the ball
and we'll win yet."

rose-garde-

quest, considering the fact that I don't
even know the fellow's name or address or that of any of his friends.
All I have to go on is that ho lived on
Fifth avenue seven years ago was
with
tall and dark and smooth-faced- ,

EASY

Call on a Lynn Bank for Beer.
business institution like a bau.k
sees little of the humorous side of
life, although now and then something happens to vary the routine.
The employes of a certain national
bank in Lynn., Mass., noted for tho
elegance of Its furnishings, such a
desks, marble floors, etc., were in tho
midst of their daily labors when an
A

"I

afraid she has never ceased

am

to"

individual rather tho worse for wear
and liquids entered, leaned against
md rolled along the shelf reaching
condeIf
you'll
little
"and
scend to dine with us at seven, there 'ho whole length of tho bank to tho
may be even a chance of meeting teller's window, where ho deposited a
nickel r.nd stood rather unsteadily.
some of the dramatis personae."
When a?ked what ho wanted, he said:
"Glass (hie) of beer." When informed
Where Marston Law Was Good.
In Exeter, Mass., acquaintances of It was a bank desk ho was leaning
Gen. Oilman Marston say nothing against and not a saloon bar, he hastever amused him more than tho fol- ily murmured an apology and shambled ouL
lowing:
A favorite niece living in tho adMagneslte Hills.
joining town of Brentwood bought a
horse which, not coining up to reIn tho neighborhood of Malelane
quirements, she promptly took back and Kaapmulden, 10 miles from Lour-Cc-cand left in tho seller's barn. Next day
Marquis, in South Africa, large
sho found the horse back in her barn. deposits of magneslte,
said to be
Twice moro sho left It and twice was equal to tho best Grecian article,
it returned
huve been found. The veins are of
Then sho called on tho general. Ho vnMed wltfth, in many places being
told her to notify the owner that If mrM-- than 10 feet in thickness, but
there was any more trespassing In th? centr.". hill near what Is known
her barn he would bo fined ?10, and to as Salt Crsek appears to be one vast
teli him that Gilman Marston said deposit aVout 2,000 feet long by 200
so, and not bring that d d horse back fot wide, and upwards of 300 feet
hi.jh. According to tho estimate made
again.
The niece promptly tacked up on by the conmltlng engineer, the deposher barn the following notice: "Any its of rnagfeslto at this particular
trespassing in this barn by man or point exceed a million tons. Tho topbeast will be fined $10 by Oilman ographical position of the magneslte
Marston." The horse did not come hillr. is such that the deposits can be
carried at g very lev cct.
back
a clue."

half-laug-

He turned to his wife with a

.1,

Notice of Suit.
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LEAN
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slund

Gross, Kelley

liar and Cafe

OMFORTABLE

In the District Court for the Sixth Judi
cial District of the Territory of New Mex
ico, within and for the County of Quay

Fred G. Browning
Defendant

i

Good Wines,
Liquors and Cigars,

JAMES LANIGAN.

t

rieior

-

-
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SMEAD'S

Restaurant and Bakery.
s

Wc solicit a share of your patronage.
REGULAR MEALS, - 25 CENTS.
The best of everything the market affords.
FULL LINE OF BREAD, PIES AND CAKES.
FRESH OYSTERS IN SEASON.
Phone 34.

s

Elephant

White

$

2

Saloon.

a

Kentucky Whiskies.
TRY THEM.

A. B. DAVBER,

I

PROP.

ft

i

(ity

Met If

W. B. JARRELL,

(?)

Manager

Wholesale and Retail
Dealers In all kinds of
Meat, Vegetables, etc.
o

IP

Your

The said defendant Kred G. Drowning is
hereby notified that a suit by attachment
has been commenced against him in the
District Court for the Sixth judicial Dis
trict of the Territory of New Mexico, with
in and for the county of Quay, by
planum dross, Kelley V Company, upon
an open account for goods, wares and mer
chandise sold and delivered by said plain
tiff to said defendant, said defendant prom
ising to pay for same. Damages claimed
Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars.
That
unless you enter your appearance in said
suit on or before the 23rd day of Decern
ber A. D. 1905, judgment by default there
in will be rendered against you.
Ciias. l Downs,
Clerk.
Mkkkitt C. Meciiem, Tucumcari, New
Mexico, Attorney for Plaintiff.
Nov.

oW

All Brands of Whiskies Bottled in Bond.
fine

Wines, Liquors

and

Cigars.

said

Main St.,

Tucumcari.

-

SALOON.
FINE WINES,
LIQVORS and

is

CIGARS.

H. M. SMITH
TUCUMCARI,

a

:

CO.,
N. M.

j

f

A Missouri Editor Thus Writes.

editor is said to have gotten
the following: "We live in a land of

A Missouri
off

high mountains and high taxes; low valleys
and low wages; big crooked rivers and big
statesmen; big lakes and big
crooked
strikes; big drinks: big pumpkins; big men
with pumpkin heads; silver streams that
gambol in the mountains and pious politicians that gamble in the night; fast young
girls; sharp financiers
men and fastr-and sharp toed shoes; fertile plains lie like
a sheet of water, and thousands of newspapers that lie like thunder."

Hamilton,
Receiver,

51
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I

t:

Nov.
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Your Patronage Solicited

hereby given: That I will, under and by
virtue of a certain decree made and entered on the 27th day of October A. D. 1905
by the Hon. Edward A. Mann, presiding
Judge of the District Court for the Sixth
Judicial District, the Territory of New
Mexico, sitting in and for the County of,
Quay, in a certain cause therein pending,
wherein the First National Bank of Tucumcari, New Mexico, was plaintiff and
Cabe Adams and L.
. Speed,
were defendants as Receiver of said Court in said
cause, sell at public vendue to the highest
and best bidder for cash, the following described property
Seventy-eighead, more or less, of cattle, branded 9X on left side.
Said sale to be held on the 27th day of
November A. D. 1905, at the front door of
the Court House in Tucumcari, N. M., between the hour of 9 a. m. and the setting
of the sun on the same day.
L.I2U

Meat

GEORGE A. MOORE.

Notice of Receiver's Sale.
Toallwhomit may concern notice

ft

EXCHANGE

SALOON

Company
Plaintiff

VS.

Treatment Good,

5

&

STOCK

the PLAZA HOTEL
MORGAN & GRUBBS.

2C

Props.

Newly Renovated and Refurnished
First Cass Rooms, -

-

-

Reasonable Prices.

o

V

Patronage Solicited

Main Street

-

-

-

Phone

i

n

The Cash Store, H
The Place to Buy your

4

HOCK

S AND FAT Nfi HOI

IP

L

MammmmOpen day and niqht.
4

ij
J

Dining HaJl and LuncK Coiiter. r
Oysters and Fish in season.
T. S. McDEFLMOTT,

Prop.

R. p. DONOIIOO. Mrfr

g Staple

I

Fancy Groceries.

Wc lake your orders and
make prompt deliver)'.. . .
OVR. PR.ICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.

3
5

